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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and With Firmnet in the Right"
"Volume

Mora' County,

ROY,

X

Cox for President
Roosevelt, Vice.
On the 44th ballot at San Fran
cisco, Jamea M. Cox, Goyernor
ot Ohio, was nominated for President on the Democratic ticket
Franklin D Roosevelt was cho
sen unanimously as candidate for
Vice President
It is too soon after the blow to
risk an opinion but it is apparent
there are as many democrats dis-

appointed as there were republicans displeased with the nomination of Harding.
The hopeful sign is that few of
the intelligent people of the U.S.
are deceived by the sham battles
but kuow the sinister force behind the 'scenes and they will, in
due time drag it to the light.
In the meantime, its iust as
well. to trot along peacably between your party traces till the
general revolt comes and then be
ready to do things.

New Mexico,

Damage by Hail

S--

Henry Stone and wife and their
daughter, Nell, who is here from
Old Mexico visiting, went to
Dawson Friday to attend the cer
emony of laying the cornerstone
A
of the new School building.
number of Masons will drive up
infears Saturday.

ing most damage west of that town.
Reports from Mills are that Harry
Brockman, Bill Mericle, Ira Thetford,
Jess Grimstead, Mr. Pate and many
others in that vicinity are losers from
serious to total loss. Cellars were
flooded and washed full of hail
stones. It is reported Mark Brock-ma- n
waded in ice water till his feet
have been so swollen he can find no
shoes to get on them since.
His
friends are saying many funny things
about it to him while he can't defend
himself.
A conservative

S-- A

S--

L. E. Deubler is another vicYes, we know the
is three
tim of the hail storm. His third days late but the fault is, as us
over 200 acres is destroyed.
ual, with the train service. We
will soon have ourown type ' setPete Laumbach's two little ting machine and well run things
daughters came home from a vis our way then.
it with relatives at La Cueva
Wednesday.
Holder Bros, loaded their big
well drill on a car and shipped it
Roy Beck, of the Beck Motor to Texas Saturday. They are getCo. has gone to Detroit to take a ting into the oil game
there'
course in Fords and Fordsons at
first hand. Hé will visit in Iowa
Chauncey De Pew returned home
S--

Saturday on a
furlough from
Bliss, where he is soldiering, and
getting an education along with it as
rovided by the U. S. government. He
is looking fine and soldiering has
done much for his appearance and
carriage and he likes it, but will help
at home during his furlough by driving a tractor plowing for next year's
crop.
80-da-

y

Fort

Rev. Vimont, of Mills, will preach
people at Christian
church in Roy Sunday, May 11th,
morning and evening services. Rev.
Vimont is a pleasing and forcible
speaker, and a liberal thinker. All
should hear him at these services.

for the Methodist

foresight.

Miss Fanny Elevins has

returned

The contract is let for the far- from the east and is the guest of Miss
mers elevator in Roy and it is to Genevieve Brown. Miss Blevins was
a teacher i nthe Roy schools last
be finished in GO days.

them properly figured out.
This is a blow to the prosperity of

v

the Roy community in general, coming just when the wheat, was ready
to harvest- - Much of it would have
been headed this week and next, but
in 10 minutes, it was headed, threshed
and scattered over the ground, a total loss.
Reports are still coming in of loss
which we have not time this week to
record, but they indicate the damage
greater than our estimate.

Roy Celebrates
Although Roy did not even think
of celebrating the Fourth until Sunday evening, a purse was raised in a
little while that made possible a program of races and sports which, added
to the ball games, made the day one
of the best celebrations in years. The
crowd was not so large as would have
been present had it been advertised
ahead, but it was fine anyway.
The forenoon was spent in resting
up save for the Junior ball game,
but the afternoon was crowded to the
Jimit with exciting diversion.
; Following the ball game the committee with Bill Johnson at the head
jtook charge of racing.
While the
ponies were getting ready, a number
pf minor events were pulled on the
ball park.
A race for boys under 6 years was
won by little Robert Brashears, with
Johnny Weisdorfer a tie and second
on second trial.
Alvin Farley won the race for boys
under 12 with Harold Young as second.
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gin harvesting Monday.
crop.
S. E. Pelphrey of French, visit She had it insured in the Mutual.
The
drove out to our farm
ed at the
home Wednesday
Wednesday finding no serious damnight returning Thursday. He is Mrs. E. D. Choate, of Solano, age, but the sights we saw on the way
still working on a plan for a road is home again after an extended were enough to make one sick. Many
of
losers had insurance, others
from Roy to Cimarron via. Chico visit to her old home in Tennés-see- . had the
none. The Mutual Hail associaand French which ought to be
She had a fine time but a tion will have losses up to their limit
established for many reasons. ' hot one.
of 10 per cent assessment, if we have

We

4th at Carrizo

Number 26

.

estimate of the
damage to wheat alone is $200,000.
The corn is badly torn and stripped
by the hail, hut the ecxess of moisture
victims.
may benefit it enough to offset the
Miss Inez Cate, of Solano lost damage.
"Miss Shirley Nutter drops a 35 acres of wheat in the hail the
Mr. Cole has the hardest luck of
postcard enroute home from Salt past week and her other 75 acres any, he believes. His wheat was hailed out, but there was no rain with it
Lake City.
was damaged some. She will be- so he can't go to plowing for another

Walter Schneider, of up near
Mills telJs us his 183 acres of fine
wheat is a total loss from hail.
He estimates the loss at $10,000.
and hed $5,400. insurance. He is
congratulating himself on his

10Tr920i

!
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Mike McGuire, of Roy and W,
H. McMinn, of Mills, will go to
Santa Fe next week to take the
Scottish Rites degrees of Masonry. Mc, will go from there on a
trip over the state.

Jult

Mrs. Foster returned Tuesday,
from an extended visit in Iowa,
The Fourth of July celebration at
The worst hail storm of the season
and Nebraska. She is glad tobe
Roy Tuesday Carrizo creek Sunday attracted a
crossed
east
the
mesa
of
cool.
back again where it is
evening leaving a trail of desolation good crowd and entertained it very
2
in its wake. Damage is reported as interestingly. The place is ideal for
Ifftf!?!!!!!1 tIIIMIM"
Irvin Ogden Jr. has quit his far north as Ernest Parkes', east of a celebration, just off the edge of the iuii!!!iií!!!sii!i!!!Sii!!!!i!:::::::::;:;:::r:::::::2!:!
iiiliii ItaaillliiltlaiaJ
job at the rock crusher near Ab- Mills, and to and beyond Solano. The mesa, with large trees, running wa- FARMERS FIX PRICES
ROY WINS BOTH GAMES
FOR HARVESTING
bott and is back on his farm near damage is worst in patches, some ter, and a landscape of hills and canThe two games between Roy and
fields In the path of the storm being yons that must be seen to be appre'
Solano.
The meeting of wheat growers,
Mills at the Roy diamond on July 4
injured but little while others are a ciated. It is only five or six miles held
Judge
at
Foster's office Satur- and 5 were
total loss. One of the worst spots east of Liberty tchoolhouse, and all
witnessed by as large a
Grand Lecturer Jno. J. Kelly was at Paul Anderson's farm three the people from that community were day, decided on the following scale of crowd as has ever been seen at Roy.
wages and prices for the harvest just
went to Wagon Mound Friday af miles west of Roy. The roof of his there. Being on Sunday, it did not
The Sunday game was called at
commencing and will discourage any
2.30 p. m. and started off with a
ter spending 10 days with Roy house was beaten and torn up as if by take them from their active efforts to deviation from this
scale and urge goose egg
meet the food shortage by taking time
for Mills in the first inning,
masons to their benefit This is bullets and he has recovered the
settlements under it so far as posSeveral
field.
from
people
from
their
by loose playing of the visitors
and
shingle
a
crops
with
roof.
His
sible, moral suasion being the only
now a very proficient lodge.
with a few errors, Roy scored 9 runs
and even the prairie grass in the pas- Roy were there also and enjoyed the
means to be employed. The scale is
in
novelty
a
open.
day
the
The
of
in the first Inning, after which Mills
ture are beaten off to the ground.
Mr.. McMinimy, a brother of Among the heavy losesr are: John program in the morning wás short. fair and divides the burden as equal- pulled themselves together and playly
as it can be done, is believed by all
the
Mrs. F. A, Roy is here from Kan Shamblin, T. O. Scott, Chris Willers, Patriotic songs, a short address
ed one of the prettiest games we have
who participated in the meeting.
substituting
for
editor,
Senator
R.
T.
Pint, Chas. DePew, F. A. Bruce,
sas visiting. He drove thru in a
Wage for barge men and pitchers, witnessed, and held Roy down to
Clayton, and other real
Smith
of
S.
only two more runs, and they themRatcliff,
Wendtand
the
Bros.,
Ford coupe. Many friehds rem
50c per hour.
Henry Fair, Ben Gnunig and all be- speakers who did not come, interselves scored 7. The
score for
ber him from his former visits. tween them and Solano, the hail do- preted by Remigio Lopez, also from Header drivers and stacker, 60c Sunday's game was 11final
to 7

Another big destructive hail
storm over near Pasamonte
Our Car load of
the crops of a number of
"OVERLAND
FOURS"
farmers in that section Wednesyesterday!
Arrived
day. Harry Lammon and Henry
One of them is for You.
Sshnell are said to be among the

enroute.

Saturday,

Power Washing Machines.

Let us demonstrate

class Orville
In the 16f year-ol- d
Bailey won with Alvin Hammock sec-

ROY

Roy, constituted the morning's program. A picnic dinner on the bank

of the creek under the big trees was
an interesting feature, while sandwiches, cakes, cold drinks and other
refreshments were dispensed at the
big community house on the hill
above. This large stone building was
used as a school, church and. public
hall for a long time, but now they
have a fine new church on the hill at
one side of the canyon, a new school
house on the other and the old building is used for a Community Center,
a modern public utility which other
communities on the mesa have talked
about but only a few advanced
thinkers really tried for, while these
people of the Canyon have enjoyed it
for years.
In the afternoon the crowd repaired to a little mesa above and at the
foot of the caprock, where a race
course had been cleared of soapweed
and other obstructions, and a number
of good races were pulled off, including a relay race and a pitching mule.
The crowd then returned to the community house, where dancing was indulged in until daylight next morning.
Among those who celebrated at
Carrizo were: Eufracio Gallegos and
wife from Gallegos, several families
of the Mitchels, Jim Christmans, Geo.
Lucases, Mrs. T. M. Ogden, Carl
Rev. Moores, Neis Wetterhus,
and a lot of others from Liberty community, Messrs.. Shepherd and Rankin
of Denver, Dave Ballards of Albert,
the Abernathys, Mocks, Woodmans,
Ogdens, Miss Alaska Gray, Cravens
Plumlee, and a number of young men
from Roy, and many others drove out
in the evening. Most of them visited
Carrizo for the first time and tried
several roads before getting the right
one. Those who went at night drove
miles of canyon roads before they
got there, but all had an experience
they will remember.
Tony Chaves was at the head of the
committee who planned and put over
the affair and is entitled to much credit for the effort.
The editor and friends acknowledge the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs.
Doroteo Martinez, who invited us to
their fine little home on his large
ranch on Carrizo, a mile or two above
the celebration grounds where their
cool stone house offered shelter from
the hot sun and their flowers and
shrubhery made a pleasing contrast
with the plains and rocks surrounding,
while his big flock of sheep, his barns
and stacks of hay from his big vega,
his cribs full of corn and all the other
things that make a ranch prosper
were a part of the landscape. The
visit made us more dissatisfied with
town life than we were before.
The drive home through the beautiful ripening fields of wheat and dark
green of the cornfields was the rounding out of a perfect day. Save for
bushing a few cars out of the canyon
where they were not equal to the
grades or sand, it was a day of unalloyed pleasure.
Nu-gen- s,

ond.

Pink Gumm returned Monday from
In the girls' race Clyde Young-bloo- d
won with Edna Wade a close Folsom, N. M., where he has built a
new Baptist church this summer. He
second.
Several novelty races were staged, reports the windows all broken by a
with boys who enjoyed the fun more hail storm just after they were in
place in the building.
than the purses.
In the young men's race there were
several fast ones. Some favorite loThe half mile race was won by Miss
cal sprinters were surprised by Mr.
E. McNutt, a brother to Prof. Gra- Kennedy on George Ray's horse, Doc.
ham's wife, who loped across ahead of McCargo Winning second. Ernest
all the local talent in a hundred Leathermnn and Mr. Blea also ran.
The broncho busting was not stagyards. "Pinkey" got second by a
ed.
hair's breadth ahead of the field.
250-yy
dance at the theevening
a
the
In
race,
In the
George Ray's dun horse ridden by atre held a large number of pleasure
Miss Louise Kennedy won first and seekers until after the heavy shower
Frank Aldies with his racer, got sec- at midnight when the day ended and
many are back at work with tired
ond.
In the Ladies' horse race, Miss Ken- bodies but pleasant recollections of a
nedy won first with George Ray's day well spent. No drunkenness or
black horse and Miss Avis Wilson rowdyism marred the day and Roy 3
to be congratulated on the successful
second with Frank Aldies' horse.
The relay race was won by Audrey staging of a real Fourth with little
expense and no previous preparation.
White with John Lowery second.
d.

Russel Company

j

'

cow-pon-

per hour.
Teams only, 20c per hour.
For heading and stacking wheat,
12.75 per acre.
Board for men and feed and water
for teams included.
Jas. W. Johnson, Sr., was chair
man and G. R. Abernathy secretary
of the meeting.
It is urged that all comply strictly
with this schedule and avoid confusion and for the best interest of the
community.
The Farmers
Co. had
a man here to look over the Elevator

site with a view to erecting their new
elevator Tuesday. A side track will
be built past it and borings showed
eight feet of soil with no rock to
excavate for the pit.
Work may soon be commenced on
the building.
Many people watched the phenomenon
a hail storm passing by with

tt

the sun shining brightly upon it. The
hailstones glistening in the sun could
be seen from a great height as they
fell toward the earth. It was a startling panorama and they were so close
that, while they had ceased falling
office they
on the roof of the
were falling thickly on the buildings
of Judge Foster just across the street.
S-- A

Harry Lammon was in from Ute
Creek Wednesday. He has one of the
finest crops and largest acreages of
' anyone in his section.
'
"

in favor
of Roy.
Monday's gam was even more interesting than the Sunday game.
Mills got 5 runs in the first three innings, and all that Roy got was 5
goose eggs to her credit Roy tightened up and did not let the visitors
score any more until the 7th, when
they got one more. In the same inning, Roy tied the score. In th
eighth Mills scored two more, maki
their total 8. Our boys did not ir
in that inning, but all the ex
ment came in the ninth, when
was unable to score and ouv
came to the bat with the scot
6 in favor of Mills, for the tim
only. When Hester came
started the ball rolling, McS
followed, Barret got a nice
single, and Hester scored.
scored on a bad wild pitch
Smith to Hooper, and Barret bi
in the winning run on a wild
also, which made the score 9 t
favor of Roy.
Mills has a good team ar
players, with a bunch of good
ers. Every time these two teai
they draw large crowds, and ;
es the vast audience to witne
games.
;
We must give Pitchers Hepi
Smith of Mills, and McCaryr
Woods cf Roy, credit for tht1
pitching they did. It was haru
for them from start to finifh, and
they only allowed a few hits on either
side. Here's hoping these two teams
meet again in the near future.

W. H. Willcox and wife are off to
Next Sunday Roy plays Mosquera
their homestead across Red River
Mosquero.
at
and
again. They have a mule team
drive across the bridge now instead of
going around in the car.
Prof. O. O. Graham has notified
the Roy school board that he will not
Mrs. Laura Lohstroh, nee White-ma- accept the offer of the principalship
is home from Denver visiting at of the Roy schools for the coming
term. He is enamored with his farmthe parental Whiteman home.
ing up at Gladstone and figures his
Mrs.- Pablo Branch accompanied time and talent will be more profither mother, Mrs. Juan Jose Rodri- ably employed in that industry. His
guez to Las Vegas Tuesday where she friends will regret his decision but
will visit her daughter, Tillie, who is there is no doubt he will make more
attending the State Normal school money at farming.
and they will visit the old lady's son,
The Masonic Lodge of Roy has
Pedro Rodriguez, who is at the State
been taking training the past week
Hospital there.
under their grand lecturer,' John J.
Born To Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Kelly, and has a larger percent of
Floersheim, Sunday, July 4th, an 8 im- really efficient workers than any
pound girl. Mother and child just lodge we have known. The lodge has
fine, is the report from the nurse in grown fast since its institution and
charge. Edgar started to voice his will keep on. The degree work is well
disappointment that she wasn't a caught up, and are ready to Btart
Democrat voter when he remembered again with an almost clean slate. T.
she is and he is not interested in boys E. Mitchell, master of the lodge, is
entitled to a lot of credit for this deat all.
sirable condition and the new memBennv Branch lost a new pair o bers who have taken such an active
shoes at the ball game Monday. He part in getting the work right are an
is quite sure it was a man who got asset to the lodge that will make its
them for no child would need a pair future assured as one of the best
that size.
lodges in the state.
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Saturday Only
July 10
BIG REDUCTION

White House Coffee.
Prunes, Best Grade,
25 lb.

Sack

in

LADIES SHOES

70c value,

5?c.

Special,

23c. lb.

Corn Meal,

1.40

All Silks and Georgetts at 20 percent Discount,
(Watch this space every week.)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

III

Crooked Trails and,

I

I

I I

II

I

3
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The activities of William Jennings
Bryan as presidential candidate, statesman, political adviser, orator, Chautauqua lecturer, reporter, editor and
what not are known to the public.
But Just now his career as- a movie
star seems to be hanging in the balance. Mr. Bryan (the reporter) was
served with notice of a lawsuit on' the
press platform of the Coliseum at Chicago. George R. Dalton wants him
enjoined, etc. Not that Mr. Bryan (the
movie star) is not capable. "Defendant Bryan la a man of peculiar attainments," the bill reads, "possessing especial ability as an actor. The complainant Is unable to obtain any other
person of such ability."
According to Dalton, he originated
idea to produce a motion picture
rhe
i
as an argument for prohibition. The
picture was to be a dramatization of
1
lectures in which Mr. Bryan
certain
'
was to appear as hero.
Dalton claims an agreement was made whereby hewas to devote all his
time to promoting and producing the picture, and was to set aside 10 per
cent of the proceeds to further the cause of prohibition under the direction of a commission to be appointed by Mr. Bryan.
Later, he asserts, Mr. Bryan refused to carry out the pact
Mr. Bryan demanded 37 per cent of the proceeds and proposed that the
financing should be done by Edward F. Goltra of St. Louis. Mr. Bryan then
obtained a copyright on the Idea of using his lectures for scenario purposes.
According to the bill, Dalton expended $12,000 on the proposed movie and
time and effort which he values at $25,000.

(Copyright by O. W. DAllmrham Ce)

CURLY AND KATE.

8ynopli. Adventurous and rack,
leai, rather than criminal, and excited by liquor. Curly Flandrau and
hie chum, Mac, both practically
mere boya, become Involved In a
g
adventure. Disposing of the stolen stock In the town
of Saguache, Arts., the band separates. Mao Is killed by a posse and
Curly taken captive, after he has
shot one and himself been wounded.
The man shot Is Luck Cullleon, a
former fighting sheriff. Culllson's
'friends determine to lynch Curly
as an example to cattle thieve.
With the rope around his neck he
Is saved by the Intervention of Kate
Cullleon, Luck's daughter.
Luck
questions the boy concerning a noSoapy
Btone,
real
torious outlaw,
leader of the rustlers. Flandrau
Warm that Soapy Stone Is Culllson's bitter enemy and exercises a
baleful Influence over the
eon Sam, who has quarreled
with his father. Culllaon goes bail
Curly,
Curly rescues Boapy
for
tone from a bear trap. At the
tondon ranch he discovers that the
outlaw Is Bam Culllson's rival, for
Laura London's hand. Flandrau
and 6tone set out for the latter'
ranea. There Curly meets his companions of the rustling expedition.
Toung Culltson believes Stone Is
His friend and says he will stick by
'ra. Flandrau sees some move Is
og planned and becomes
d
It is train robbery. 6am
es the ranch for Saguache.
companies him. Eavesdrop-Curl- y
hears Stone and his
mt, Lute Blackwell, arrange
up the train at a crossing
as Tin Cup, and after the
shoot young Cullison and
,1s body on the scene. Curly
sed by Stone of being a spy
They are sepa-bk Culllson's.
part with the under-i- g
that theli1 next meeting
ean a fight to the death,
makes a confidant of Dick
ey, cattleman.
horse-stealin-

con--e-

The old Arizona fashion of settling
n
a difference of opinion with the
had long fallen tuto disuse, but
Saguache was still close enough to the
stark primeval emotions to wait with
a keen Interest for the crack of the revolver that would put a period to the
quarrel between" Soapy Stone and
young Flandrau. It was known that
Curly had refused to leave town, Just
as It was known that Stone and that
other prison bird Blackwell were
hanging around the Last Chance and
Chalkeye's
Place drinking together
morosely. It was observed, too, that
whenever Curly appeared In public he
was attended by friends. Sometimes
six-gu-

It would be Maloney and Davis, sometimes bis uncle, Alec Flandrau, occasionally
couple of the Map of Texas
vaqueros.
It cbanced that "Old Man" Flandrau, drifting into Chalkeye's Place,
found In the assembled group the man
he sought Blllle Mackenzie, grizzled
owner of the Flddleback ranch, was
with him, and It was In the prelimi-

t

nary pause before drinking that Alec
made Ills official announcement
"No, Mac, I ain't worrying about
that any. Curly is going to get a
square deal. We're all agreed on that
If there's any shooting from cover
there'll be a lynching pronto. That
goes."

PTER VI.

Continued.

You're In
Bee you, boy.
convict did not shoot you
e had the chance. Saguache
'.zing this mo'ning with the
tood up for him. That lit-- t
yours will help with the
ptember."
' Jianked him for going ball,
eyes on
teed his
y what Dick tells me you've
more than squared that account"
Kate explained in her soft voice.
"Dick told us why you went up to
Dead Cow's creek."
"Shol I hadn't a thing to do, so I
just ran up there. Sam's In town with
me. We're rooming together."
"'Oh, take me to him," Kate cried.
"Not just now, honey," her father
aid gently. "This young man came
Or so I
here to tell us something.
gathered from his friend Davis."
Flandrau told bis story, or all of It
that would bear telling before a girl.
He glossed over his account of the dissteel-spoke- d

Flandrau, senior, knew perfectly
well that Inside of an hour word
would reach Soapy Stone that only an
even break with Curly would be allowed.
Another day passed. The festivities
had begun and Curly had to be much
In evidence before the public.
His
friends had attempted to dissuade him
from riding In the bucking broncho
contest, but he had refused to let his
name be scratched from the list of con-

testants.
A thousand pairs of eyes In the
grandstand watched the boy as he
lounged against the corral fence
laughing and talking with his friends.
A dozen people were on the lookout for
the approach of Stone. Fifty others
had warned the young man to be careful. For Saguache was with him almost to a man.
Dick Maloney heard his voice called
as he was passing the grandstand. A
minute later he was In the Cullison
box shaking hands with Kate.
"Is is there anything new 7" ehe
in a low voice.
asked
sipation at the horse ranch, but he
Her friend shook his head. "No.
told all he knew of Laura London and
her Interest in Sam, but it was when Soapy may drift out here any minute
he related what he had heard at Chalk-eye- 's now."
"Will he?" Her eyes finished the
place that the interest grew
most tense. Lack's eyes burned like question.
He shook his head. "Don't know.
live coals. The color faded from the
face of his daughter so that her Hps That's the mischief of it If they
were gray as cigar ash. Yet she sat should meet just after Curly finishes
riding the boy won't have a chance.
up straight and did not flinch.
When be had finished the owner of His nerves won't be steady enough."
"Dad is doing something.
I don't
the Circle C caught his band. "You've
know what It Is. He had a meeting
done fine, boy. Not a man in Arizona
I
with a lot of cattlemen about it
could have done better."
Kate said nothing in words but her don't see how that boy can sit there
eyes rained thanks on the fence laughing when any mindark
.

long-lashe- d

upon him.
They talked the situation over from
all angles. Always it simmered down
to one result It was Soapy's first

ute

"

"Curiy's game as they make 'em.
He's a prince, too. I like that boy better every day."
A lad made his way to them with a
note. Kate read it and turned to Dick.
Her eyes were shining happily.
"I've got news from dad. it's all
right. Soapy Stone has left town."
"Why?"
"A dozen of the big cattlemen signed
a note and sent it to Stone. They told
him that if he touched Curly he would
never leave town alive. He was given
word to get out of town at once."
Maloney slapped his hand joyously
on his thigh. "Flnel Might
Luck would find a way out Soapy
couldn't stand out against the big
ranchmen when they got together and
meant business. He bad to pull his

put off. Did Sam and Blackwell go that time. I ce'tainly thought yon
were an absentee," he apologized.
with him?"
"No. He went alone."
"Or you wouldn't have been talking
"Have you seen Sam yet?"
about me." retorted Fendrlck acidly.
"No, but I've seen Laura London. The words were flung at Flandrau, but
She's all the nice things you've said plainly they were meant as a challenge
about her."
for Cullison.
"I see she has made a friend of
Fendrlck passed to the rear room
you."
for a drink. His Impudence needed
"You bet she has."
fortifying, for he knew that since he
Miss Cullison shot a swift slant had embarked In the sheep business he
glance at him. "If you'll come back was not welcome at this club, that In
this afternoon you can meet her. I'm fact certain members had suggested
going to have all those dimples and all his name be dropped from the books.
that sunshine here in the box with Before he returned to the poker table
,
me."
the drink he had ordered became
"Maybe that will draw Sam to you." three.
"I'm hoping it will. But I'm afraid
The game was over and accounts
not He avoids us. When they met were being straightened. Cullison
he wouldn't speak to father."
was the heavy loser. The settlement
"That's the boy of It Just the same showed that the owner of the Circle
he feels pretty bad about the quarrel. C was twenty-fiv- e
hundred dollars beI reckon there's nothing to do but keep hind the game. He owed Mackenzie
an eye on him and be ready for twelve hundred, Flandrau four hunSoapy's move when he makes it."
dred, and three hundred to Yesler.
"I'm so afraid something will hapWith Fendrlck sitting In an easy
pen to Sam."
chair Just across the room, he found
"Now, don't you worry, Miss Kate. It a little difficult to say what otherSam Is going to come out of this all wise would have been a matter of
right We'll find a way out for him course.
"My bank's busted Just now, boys.
yet."
Behind her smile the tears lay close. Have to ask you to let It stand for a
"You're the best friend. How can we few days say till the end of the
ever thank you for what you're doing week."
for Sam?"
Fendrlck laughed behind the paper
"Do you reckon I have forgot how a he was pretending to read. He knew
girl took a r.ope from my neck one
Now thut the women have had a
night? Do you reckon I ever forget
tnste of national politics, whut do they
that?"
think of it? Well, among other things,
"It was nothing. I Just spoke to the
they think several things things that
boys,"
they aren't saying for publication.' For
"Or that I don't remember how the
example, the Republican women aren't
man I had shot went ball for a rustler
saying that women make better nomhe did not know?"
inating speeches from the convention
"Dick knew you. He told us about
you."
platform than do the men. They
"Could he tell you any good about
aren't saying that a biennial convention of the General Federation of
me? Could he say anything except
?"
Women's clubs, as typical of the conthat I was a worthless
She put her hand on his arm and
vention of any big woman's organizastopped him. "Don't I I won't hear
tion, makes a national convention look
you say such things about yourself.
like a monkey show.
You were just a boy In trouble."
Here's something, on the other
"How many would have remembered
hand, that the Republican women are
,
that? But you did. You fought good
saying. Mary Garrett Hay of
for my life that night I'll pay my
chairman of the woman's division
of the Republican national executive
debt part of it The whole I never
could pay."
committee, says It.
His voice trembled In spite of the
"The woman voter must be given
1. KuCmu s j
best he could do. Their eyes did not
full recognition In the party on a fifty-fiftmeet, but each felt the thrill of joy
basis. It is not fair to exclude
waves surging through their veins,
women from the secret councils of the party. They must be taken in on full
faith and given their share of responsibility and authority. If they are excluded from these secret councils they will be quick to resent it," Miss Hay
PART II
-

play. Until he moved they could not
They had no legal evidence except the
word of Curly. Nor did they know on
what night he had planned to pull off
the holdup. If they were to make
complete gather of the outfit with evidence enough to land them In the penitentiary, It could only be after the
fcoldup
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Luck.
CHAPTER

I.

At the Roundup Club.
A big game had been in progress all
night at the Roundup club. Now the
garish light of day streamed through
the windows, but the electric cluster
still flung down its yellow glare upon
the table. The men were In their
felshirtsleeves. Big
lows they were, with the marks of the
g
West upon them.
outdoors
No longer young, they were still full
of the vigor and energy of unflagging
strength. From bronzed faces looked
steady unwinking eyes with humorous
creases around the corners, hard eyes
that Judged a man and his claims
shrewdly and with good temper. Most
of them had made good in the land,
nnd their cattle fed upon a thousand
hills.
The least among them physically
was Luck Cullison, yet he was their
recognized leader. There was some
Innate quality In this man with the
eyes that marked
gray,
him as first In whatever company he
chose to frequent A good friend and
a good foe, men thought seriously before they opposed him. He had made
himself a power In the Southwest because he was the type that goes the
limit when aroused.
While Alec Flandrau shuffled and
Cigars
dealt, the players relaxed.
were relit drinks ordered. Conversation reverted to the ordinary topics
broad-shouldere- d

hard-rldln-

steel-chille-

d

that interested Cattleland. The price

"Or You Wouldn't Have Been Talking
About Me," Retorted Fendrlck.
quite well that Luck's word was as
good as his bond, but he chose to suggest a doubt
"Maybe youll ' explain the joke to
as, Cass," the owner of the Circle O
said very quietly.
"Oh, I was Just laughing at the
things I see, Luck," returned the
younger man with airy offense, his
eyes on the printed sheet "Any law
against laughing?"
Cullison turned his back on him.
"See you on Thursday if that's soon
enough, boys." Without looking again
at Fendrlck he led the way to the
street.
The young man, left alone, cursed
softly to himself and ordered another
drink. He knew he was overdoing It
but the meeting with Cullison had annoyed him exceedingly. The men had
never been friends, and of late years
they had been leaders of hostile camps.
Both of them could be overbearing,
and there was scarcely a week but
Finally
their Interests overlapped.
had come open hostility. Cass leased
from the forestry department the land
upon which Culllson's cattle had always run free of expense. Upon this
he had put sheep, a thing In Itself of
great Injury to the cattle Interests.
The stockmen had all been banded together In opposition to the forestry administration of the' new regime, and
Luck regarded Fendrlck's action as
treachery to the common cause.
He struck bard. In Arizona the
open range Is valuable only so long
as the water holes also are common
property or a private supply available. The Circle C cattle and those
of Fendrlck came down, from the range
to the Del Oro to water at a point
where the canyon walls opened to a
spreading valley. This bit of meadow
Luck homesteaded and fenced on the
north side, thus cutting the cattle of
his enemy from the river.
Cass was furious. He promptly tore
down the fence to let his cattle and
sheep through. Cullison rebuilt It put
up a shack at a point which commanded the approach, and set a guard
upon It day and night. Open warfare
had ensued, and one of the sheep
herders had been beaten because he
persisted In crossing the dead line.

of cows, the good rains, the time of
the fall roundup, were touched upon.
The door opened to let In a newcomer, a slim, graceful man much
younger than the others present, and
one whose costume and manner
brought additional color Into the picfreight."
"Let me tell him the good news, ture. Flandrau, senior, continued to
Dick," she said, eagerly.
shuffle without turning his head.. Cullison also had his back to the door,
"Sure. I'll send him right up."
Bronzed almost to a coffee brown, but the man hung his
with the lean lithe grace of youth gray hat on the rack beside an exgarbed In the picturesque regalia of actly similar one that belonged to the
the vaquero, Flandrau was a taking owner of the Circle C and moved
enough picture to hold the roving eye leisurely forward till he was within
of any girl. A good many centered range of his vision.
"Going to prove up soon on the Del
upon him now, as he sauntered forward toward the Cullison box, cool Oro claim of yours, Luck?" asked
Flandrau.
and easy and debonair.
He was now dealing, his eyes on
Kate gathered her skirts to make
the cards, so that he missed the emroom for him beside her.
"Have you heard? He has left barrassment In the faces of those
abont him.
town."
"On Thursday, the first day the law
"Who?"
"Soapy Stone. The cattlemen served allows," Cullison answered quietly.
Flandrau chuckled. "I reckon Cass
notice on him to go. So he left"
Luck Cullison needs monA wave of relief swept over the Fendrlck will be some sore."
ey
badly.
Something In the strained silence
young man. "That's your father's fine
as
unusuaL
He
dealer
the
struck
worlt
"Isn't It good?" Her eyes were looked up and showed a momentary
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
.
,
shining with gladness. "I'm so happy confusion.
"Didn't know yon were there, Cass.
Never put off until tomorrow the
I don't know what to do."
"I suppose now the holdup will be Looks like I put my foot In It sura golf you can pis today.
broad-rlmme-

"You're In Luck That Convict Didn't
8hoot You Up."

mm

Bryan's Career in the Movies

William MacLeod Raine
Meanwhile there was nothing to do
but wait and take what precautions
they could against being caught by
surprise. One of these was t see that
Sam was never for an Instant left unguarded either day or night Another
was to ride to Tin Cup and look the
ground oyer carefully. Foi the present they could do no more than watch
events, attracting no attention by any
whispering together In public;
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says.
With an understanding of the way the Republican convention was manipulated and an appreciation of the shrewdness and determination of women like
Miss Hay, the intelligent male voter can find some interesting reading here
between lines.

j

Mary A. Booth, Photomicrographer

Health and happiness are two of
the big things of Ufe, yet Miss Mary A.
Booth of Springfield, Mass., found them
both with the same microscope which
she uses In examining the tongue of
a honey bee or the gizzard of a cricket
She Is now seventy-seveFor the first
30 years of her Ufe she was an Invalid,
using a wheeled chair. In 1872 her
fathr took he with him on a trip
along the coast of Long Island, and
the young woman, more for diversion
than anything else, took up a study of
(he seaweeds. This was the beginning
of her scientific career. , Her casual interest In the plants developed Into a
plan to make microscopical research her work In life.
Now she is healthy, happy and
one of the foremost mlcroscoplsts and
photomlcrographers
of the world.
She Is a scientist of International repu'
'
tation, a fellow of the Royal Microscopical Society of London, a fellow
of the American Society for the Advancement of Science, a member of the
New York Microscopical society, and other scientific organizations.' Her home
contains her laboratory and back of the house Is a large and attractive garden which Is her delight.
An exhibit of her work Is soon to be shown at the bureau of entomology
In Washington.

f
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Cummins Apt to Keep His Seat
Senator Albert B. Cummins of
Iowa is evidently to have another term
His present term will
In the senate.
expire March 3, 1021. He has been
nominated by the Republicans of his
and his victory
state for
seems to have been comparatively easy.
As Iowa went Republican in 1916 by
9,000, and Senator Kenyon was elected In 1918 by a Republican majority
of 110,000, Senator Cummins seems
reasonably sure of retaining his seat.
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Senator Cummins lives in Des
Moines, Is seventy years of age and is
a lawyer. His political career began
when he was elected to the twenty-secon- d
state legislature. He served on
the Republican national committee
from 1898 to 1900. He became gov-

ernor

In 1902

and served until elected

November 24, 1908, to fill a vacancy in
Ihe United States senate caused by the
death of Senator W. B. Allison. Since
then he has been in the senate.
Senator Cummins has been prominent In the last session In connection
In connection with
with both the peace treaty and with railroad legislation.
the latter. It may be stated that In his younger days he was assistant chle
em'neer of the Clnclnnntl, Richmond & Ft'. Wayne railroad.
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False Claims.
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Most Mothers know that Baby requires remedies especially prepared for
babies, yet there are some who think that what is good enough for them is good
enough for Baby, and it is to these Mothers we appeal to give nothing to their
babies that is not specially prepared for babies or recommended by their Physician.
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False claims may kill, but false claims can never restore your child.

1
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"

For over thirty years Fletcher's Castoria has been aiding in the reduction
of the deaths among infants as Mothers have become more and more acquainted
with it. Always keep it in the house.
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Children Cry For
, Net Contents 15FluidDraortW

years of age, he Is
Robert T. Scott, the "Iníant prodigy" of Washington official life. Under twenty-fiv- e
secretary and assistant to Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer. 2 British Tommies In Ireland prepured against
surprise attacks by Sinn Felners. 8 View of section of Los Angeles damaged by the recent earthnuuke.
1

but
campaigning,
of
President Wilson, vigorous though be
cross-countr-

NEWS REVIEW OF

HIS

INFLUENCE

IS

Trains

Harding will revive the
political lawn party. His
front yard at Marion will draw the
feet of the faithful quite as famously
as Mahomet's shrine at Mecca attracts
Senator
another- - kind of faithful.
Harding and his running mate, Gorer-no- r

at

EVIDENT

8pches to Supplant
In Campalgrv

Turk War.

t

HOW

By E. F. CLIPSON.

Notwithstanding the fact that be did
Dot get everything for which ba fought
and was not the completely dominant
figure which he so frequently has been
in the past, William J. Bryan came
nearer being the headliner of the Democratic show at San Francisco than
anyone else. He did not succeed In
getting the resolutions committee to
frame a platform plank Indorsing the
eighteenth amendment and Its accompanying enforcement act, the Volstead
law, but be did prevent anything like
an expression favoring mitigation of
those acts. With all the forces of the
administration arrayed against him in
the matter of the Versailles treaty and

League of Nations covenant, It was to
be expected that the Bryan program
of opposition would fail, nevertheless
the administration did not come off
entirely victorious. The plank as finally framed provided for reservations to
the league more clearly defining America's obligations to foreign countries,
and that could not have been entirely
satisfactory to the administration.
Bryan did not dominate the convention, write the platform nor name the
nominees, but he prevented the president and also any other single force
from doing so. His position represent
ed one of those singular anomalies of
polities wherein he was forced to oppose the man whom eight years before
he had compelled his party to accept.
Roosevelt, throwing emery onto the
bearings and hurling monkey wrenches
Into the machine which he had helped
to build, was In a similar position with
respect to the Indorsement and second nomination of William Howard
Taft Under such circumstances
Bryan's Influence was weakened Just
as was Soosevelt'8. Considering the
powerful force of a federal administration, with Its great army of office holders and other potent adjuncts, the
wonder Is that any mnn could affect It
In the least. Logically, Bryan should
have occupied a seat away back In
the rear, but he did not. The marvel
is that under the circumstances he
could make a dint In pnrty formations,
yet he did and he wrung from his opponents the reluctant admission, "the
old boy is a wonder."
Bryan, who frequently falls to carry
his own state or district, who at home
Is outgcneralled by men not In his
class, who wishes to go to the United
States senate from Nebraska but cannot command sufficient votes to place
hlra there, has a peculiar power over
his party at large. It is no reflection
op that party, but rather a hint of
things not understandable to the finite
wind In bulk, that he has a strange
ability to fathom and deal with mob
psychology.
As a medium for campaigning the
soothing (7) phonograph will largely
supplant the special train between
No longer will
now and November.
the candidates race madly across the
country to address mass meetings lasting until late hours, be Jerked from
their repose to grasp horny hands and
to
make1 speeches at
citizens, hastily bolt
breakfast and other meals to permit of
as many rear platform addresses as
possible, and In general follow the
strenuous life or the presidential speDemocrats and Republicans may
ciallisten to the master's voice without the
candi-datIncident wear and tear on the
William
and
Roosevelt
Theodore
J. Bryan were proof against the rigors
way-statio-

break-of-da-

His experience

election.
Nominee

Special
Steel industry
Railway Labor
Badly Hampered
Suffragist
Situation Quieter
Hopas In Southern States-Gr- eek
In
Successes

Canned

It

has been a warning. The feeling has
grown that If the president Is to have
any vitality for the affairs of his office he should not waste It before the

CURRENTEVEflTS
Bryan a Headliner as Usual
the Democratic National
Convention.

y

was, fell a victim to

y

e.

hope there Is no Mother who thinks she can treat her sick baby without
calling in a Physician, or with remedies that she uses for herself.

hood chiefs have also gone to St. Louis,
where approximately 10,000 railroaders have threatened to walk out unless a temporary award Is made by the
railroad board. These chiefs think
they will be able to prevent serious
trouble, at least until the promised,
action of the board, scheduled for July

ii r.nnnL-- 3 PER CENT.
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Hopes of suffragists for a ratification of the federal amendment In time
to permit women to vote In the coming presidential election are now
pinned On the action of the legislature
of Tennessee, and, that falling, opon
the North Carolina legislature. Gov-

Coolldge, have recently been making speeches Into the phonograph.
Many thousands of thevwax reproducernor Roberts of the former state, In
response to a request from President
tions will be distributed by the nationDemocratic managers Wilson, bas announced that he will
al committee.
undoubtedly will adopt the plan. Add call a special session of the legislature
to your grand opera, Jazz, Harry Lau- In plenty of time to act on the amendder and Bert Williams records one of ment Governor BIckett of North
your favorite candidate. Nothing Is so Carolina, who received a similar relikely to promote good feeling on these quest from the president has reiteratsummer eve- ed his purpose of advising a special
warm, mosquito-Infeste- d
nings as the Injection, through your session In bis state to ratify the
open casement Into your neighbor's
amendment Got. P. W. Clementa of
ear, of a phonographic speech. It will Vermont, although strongly nrged by
assist his slumbers, especially If he suffrage leaders to call a special sesbelongs to the opposing party.
sion has not definitely stated that he
Senator Harding's first speech, la contemplating action.
which has been given to the press and
will be heard by millions after July 4
The war of France, England and
keynotes
through the phonograph,
Greece against the Turkish nationalon Americanism. He does not mention
ists commanded by Mustaphn Kemal
specifically the treaty of Versailles,
Pasha, officlully began with the Greek
contrivbut assails all International
from Smyrna In Asia Minor
advance
ances which Imperil American sov- to a line eastward and northward beereignty. He asserts that we should yond Soma, Akhissar,
and
rejoice in an American conscience and Kelas. The most Important operation
In a big conception of our obligations
(ancient Philadelwas at
to liberty, Justice and civilization, but phia), where the Greek official stateany
that we should hesitate before
ment claims the taking of 8,000 prisoncourse likely to cause a surrender of ers with many guns and other booty.
nationality; also, that It Is very prac- The position of the allied and oppostical to make sure our own home Is In ing forces Is roughly outlined as a thin
perfect order before we attempt that rectangle extending from the vicinity
which he regards as a miracle of world
of Aleppo In Clllcla through Anatolia
stabilization. Governor Coolldge ad- to Ismld, near Constantinople.
The
vocates a return to the faith of Abra- forces of the Turkish leader are
ham Lincoln In the people and a conspread along the northern side of this
fidence that the government Is foundrectangle and those of the Greeks are
He advocates concentrated In the Smyrna area on
ed on righteousness.
law end order and the cultivation of the southern side, their west wing on
Industry, thrift and character, and the British and tbelr east wing on the
says that we are advancing toward a French. The plan of attack Is said to
day when, In our Industrial life, equal be an advance of the Greeks against
honor shall fall to equal endeavor. He Mustapha Kemal's front an advance
also asserts that duty Is collective as by the French from the east and the
well as personal and that government
British from the west hoping by this
cannot relieve from toll Senator converging movement to pen Kemal In
announces
Harding. In an Interview,
Anatolia and force his surrender. The
that the Republican campaign will be Greeks are also reported to have a
bailed upon an appeal for the restoraforce at Pandemia, on the south coast
tion of party government and the overof
the Sea of Marmora. Intending to
throw of personal rule. These pro- ODerale toward
Smyrna.
French
nouncements may be characterized as
cruisers shelling positions and villages
campaign.
of
the
the openlug guns
are reported to have repulsed Turk attacks at Adana, Tarsus and Merslna.
Adana
Cdndltlons more nnfavorahle than Evacuation of Americans from
Cypress has begun.
to
years
face
the
several
any
for
time
at
steel Industry, due to the railway situation, the lack of cars, raw material
The Russian bolshevlc blow against
0 diviand fuel, and shortage of labor. In Poland, although delivered
Pittsburgh there are said to be 1.500,-00sions strong, has not been decisive. In
tons of fiibricuted steel needed In tense fighting has been In progress
throughout the along the entire Polish front with the
building operations
country which cannot be moved for reds making slight guiris in some secluck of cars. A survey of the Calumet
tors and suffering defeat tn others.
region, in which are located the big Taking Into consideration
the sucplnnts of Gary, East Chicago, Indiana cesses of General Wrungel In Crimea,
Harbor, Hammond and Whiting, show the bulnnce has been strongly against
operations conducted on a
the soviet armies. Wrangel Is report
basis so far as cars, coal and raw ma- ed to have recovered 22,000 square
With every miles and to have liberated 2.000,000
terials are concerned.
mill stocked with orders calling for people In his drive. His losses are
full production, the big plants are regiven as 2.8(H) dead and wounded,
s
capacity
ported operating at
while more than 10,000 red prisoners
and the smaller ones at 30 to 75 per alone have been tufeen. Polish repre
cent. In the Calumet area It is said sentatives In the United States are
that a shutdown to permit stocking up sanguine of on early peuce with the
Is likely, with 88,000 men facing a Russians and the commencement of a
But a period of reconstruction.
of unemployment
period
greater crisis threatens than an Immediate shutdown, because the plants
in Londonderry and
Conditions
are not building up their customary
of Ireland have quieted
parts
other
coal
supplies
of
and
winter
autumn
With the excepconsiderably.
and other materials and may he un- down
of
soldiers occuoutbreak
of
an
tion
able to avoid enforced idleness next
pying Fermoy, which led to an attack
winter. The situation has been gathdamage to properering since the railroads started to de- on shops and muchnothing like
the disbeen
ty,
has
there
teriorate after the blizzard of Janudemonary, 191& Then came the steel strike, turbances of last week. TheIn retalibeen
have
to
Is
said
stration
switchmen's
the coal strike and the
capture by Sinn Felners
strike last spring. The latter was ation for the
of Brigadier General Lucas. Ireland's
more of a blow to Industry than prerailway situation, however, has grown
viously realized.
worse, more men being dismissed and
fewer trains being run. The railway
According to railroad and brothermen refuse to carry armed soldiers,
munitions or police, while the governhood officials the railway labor situation has assumed a quieter phase than ment InslstB they shall. Many towns
at any time In the last three months. hvp been Isolated and the railway
system Is disorganized, with a condiMany of the older organization leaders, satisfied the Chicago zone will see tion of creeping paralysis In evidence.
no Important disturbances, have left No general or sympathetic strike has
for Eastern points, where the symp- been called and the government la
manning trains with troops aa a test
toms are not so good. Several brother
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Mothers Must Use Care.
Why do we so often call your attention to imitations of Fletcher's'
Castoria? Because it is a baby's medicine and imitations are always
dangerous, particularly imitations of A remedy for infants.
Your druggist may not keep an imitation hut they are to be found
on drug-stor- e
shelves. Reliable druggists think only of the welfare
of their customers. The other kind only of the greater profit to be
made on imitations.
Tour own judgment tells you that Fletcher's Castoria baring for
over thirty years at great expense held up its reputation, must jealously guard it. Then, it follows tlut this company must use the very
best of material. Must employ experts in the selection of the herbs.
Must retain skilled chemists in its manufacture.
Tour same good judgment must tell you that these irresponsible
imitators are trading on your credulity and the reputation built up
by Vx. Fletcher, during all these years, for his Castoria.
OTHERS

WOULD

HEAD

GENUINE
i

AROUND EVERY BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S

THE BOOKLET THAT

CASTORIA

CAST0RU

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

Alo-She-

Exact Copy of Wrappce.
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No Mystery.

"Why Is Mrs. Millyuns so sought
after for bridge parties? She is a very
bad player."
"Yes, hut she nhvnys loses money,
and she has so much to lose."
AND STOCKINGS
SHOES
RAVE
Thfy will limt twlc aa Ion If you tihW
Into ioor Show ALLBN'8 FOOT EASB. thIt
Antiseptic Hlln powder for th feet.
wy the etlng of Coriu, Bunions,
lke
feet.
Csllomes, sore, aching, swollen, tenderwnlcB
stops the friction
Allen's Foot-Be- ss
snd stock nys.
causes the wear on shoes
pense snd makes walking a delight.
aves
Shake It Into jrour shoes. Sprinkle It In tn
Adv.
foot-batSold everywhere.

Distance lends enchantment to one's
view of many stnire beauties.

Tired and Worn?
summer find you tired, weak-- all
worn out? Do you have constant
feel lame and stiff, and
backache;
without life or ambition? There's a
reason why you feci so badly. Likely
your kidneys have weakened and ara
Get
causing you to feel so miserable.
back your health and keep it! Help
the weakened kidneys with Doan'l
Kidney Pi'.ls. Doan's have helped
thousands and should help you. Alk
Does-

your neighbor!
H.

tired

Colorado
A
Huppe.
farmer.

Case

re2S

Seventh Ave., Long
mont, Colo., says
"I suffered from
severe pains In the
sma II of my bacK

n

'T'Vil.si-

vrAm

The kidney sscre-Ítlons rere nighi i
colored
and con
sediment.
talned
1 used Doan's Kid
ney Pills. The Kid
S

secretions
cleared up and the

nev
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Dont Forget Cuticura Talcum
When adding to your toilet requisites.
An exquisitely scented face, skin, baby
and dusting powder and perfume, rendering other perfumes superfluous.
You may rely on It because one of the
Cuticura Trio (Soap, Ointment and
Talcum). 25c each everywhere. Adv.

pains disappeared

manently cured me."

Get Doan's at Any Store, 60c

Children's handkerchiefs often look
hopeless when they come to the laundry. Wash with good soap, rinse In
water blued with Red Cross Bag Blue.

the
schools over which he benrs rule, and
made something of a speech to the as-

DOAN'S

CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

IfATONIC
STOMACM'S

Comfort Your Skin
With Cuticura Soap
and Fragrant Talcum
uJ 50c,

T.lcisi

SAKp

food souring, repeating, headache
and the many miseries caused by
Acid-Stomac-

Soap 25c, Oiatasat 25

always use

25c.

h

EATONIC is the best remedy, it takes
the harmful acids and gases right out
of the body and, of course, you get
well. Tens of thousands wonderfully
benefited. Guaranteed to satisfy or
money refunded by your own druggist. Cost a trifle. Please try It!

You Can't Rub It Away;
Rheumatism is in the Blood
Liniments Wül Never Cure.
If you are afflicted with Rheumatism, why waste time with liniments, lotions and other local applications that never did cure Rheumatism, and never will? Do not try to rub the pain away.
Try the sensible plan of finding the
cause of the pain, and go after
that Remove the cause, and you
remove the pain.
You will never be rid oí Rheu

matism until you cleanse your
blood of the germs that cause the
disease. S. S. S. has never had an
equal as a blood purifier and scores
of sufferers say that it has cleansed
their blood of Rheumatism, and removed all trace of the disease from
their system.
Get a bottle of S .S. S., and get
Spe-cion the right treatment
medical advice free. Address
Medical Director, 111 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
to-da-y.

al

"

Relie
6

Bell-an-s

M Hot water
jíMa Sure Relief

B
FOR

LL-A- NS

INDIGESTION

TBET SPREAD
DISEASE
All DAISY
Killnwb.r.,
Flies!
sttrsrts sn4
KILLER
FLY

and
flis. Neat, clean, emsmntl, esavsalsnt
i--

'

enesp.

A school Inspector visited one of

sembled children.
"Now," said the great mnn, "the
thing that you want to keep In mind
Is that you should nlnnys seek to do
some one thing better than anyone else
can do It. You can begin to do that
right now. Tell me is there anyone
among you who can do that one thing
better than anyone else?"
A youngster held up his hand.
"And what is It?"
"I can read my own writing better
than anyone else can." said the boy.

-

Sore

IkI
Us all

Hit Special Gift.

one or two tablets eat like candy.
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloated
Gassy Feeling.
Stops indigestion,

Box

does more for a man

Self-contr-

than government control."

A good time that depends on spending a lot of money Is so often spoiled
by misgivings.

After you eat

from my back. It Is a long time since
I hove had any symptoms of kidney
trouble, so I believe Doan's have per.

FOSTER. MILBURN

Never xtrlke a man when he's down
unless you are sure he will never be
able to get up again.

CITY.

mnww

can't ipil I or tip ovnrt
will not util or flniura
a, thing CouulMt,

'

L A I O I
FLY KILLER
at yoar dsif or
I br EXiHE8S, rrtpsid. 11.86.
HAROLD SOllCUS. 1W Us Esib Avs., Brooklyn. N. x.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

i Ramoresv Dsndro 0 StoDiUalriralllflal
,
.
- i
VN,
nantm volar ana
!ÍBairty to Gray and Fadod Hair
no.
and
at
li.oo
droinrlati.
WfJT;JI
M STymtrni Ctiirn. si. Hiitrhnfiif. W.T.I
on.s. cai.
HINDERCORN3
loutvm etc, 0toii Ml pato, eniuret comfort to tb
Vet, mket walking
Iftc by mall or t Dtqm

nnot

itdiel!cias-Herc- er
Speed Truck
Graham lH-To- n
High grade lines of low depreciation.
MOTORS & SUPPLY CO.

UNGER-GOF- F

,

DENVER

Own an Interest in a Modern
Silver Black Fox Ranch
Hlghent quality Prince Edwurd IpIJ. Strains.
Phenomenal profits. A proven Industry with
SOU
a history of never falling dividends
cash dividend guaranteed on your InvestQuarterly
statement
ment the first year.
sent to all shareholders.
Colo
Rldnrny.
Ranch,
Far
I'ncomiiahfre

Sewing Machines
Ws pay frslcht In
Guaranteed a lifetime.
Colorado: take your old machine as pare
Writ
payment.
The ROTABY WHITE.
Cash or terms. II years In
for catalogue.
any
reputable
builneas
Denver. References
bous In Denver.

THE WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.
1531 Champa

mrnifl rt

C7S tr.. Irak

nLUIVLtlJ eu.

MB ,

St.

fosmvrtTsioviobTr. b
SM.

MlcktaaaAn

Dr.

CM. Brr

mm
Morning

Eyfes
K eepVbur
HoolTtiy
Clear
Clean
Care Book MurlM Co.ChlessXI.iA
for
Write

Free

Evte

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

28-19-20.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FARM FOR SALE

THE
REGISTERED A COCST 17,

285 acres, 9 miles northeast of
Roy. Stock and farm machinery for
sale. Reason for gelling, must get our

ont Read This!

Spanish-America- n
191

children where they can have schooling. See T. L. Courtenay, at C. E.
Kidd farm, 8 miles N. E. Roy. Mlpd.

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.

Unless

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
SibKriptM

Entered as

$2.00 Pet Tor

second-clas-

matter at the

s

THE UN I VERS

YOU WANT FACTS AND FIGURES ON ACTUAL
CONDITIONS AND WANT TO PROTECT

poetoffice in Roy, New Mexico

"While our opponents are en
deavoring to isolate us among the na
tions of the world, we are following
the visions of the founders of the re
public who promised the world the
counsel and leadership of the free GRAIN BINS:
people of the United States in all
matters that affected human liberty
Have you a GRAIN BIN to store your grain? Statistics
and the justice of law. That promise show that the railroads are nnahlo tn rrtnvo iha nA
we deliberately renewed when we en
1919. The harvest of 1920 is now here. From the present out- tered the great war for human free
iuuk. we win nave a continued car snortage. Are YOU going to
dom and now we keep faith With those
build YOURSELF a GRAIN RTN
who died in Flanders' field to redeem
diately as you harvest it? Who gained last year, here in our vi- it. That I should have been accordciniiy
iviAix
uKAixs uiJN who was able to,
ed leadership in such a great matter
hóld his grain or the man who had to sell direct from the thresh
fills my heart with gratitude and
er.' IUU J.INUW.
pride and the course the party has
taken fills me with a perfect confi
dence that it will go from victory to
victory until the true traditions of the
republic are vindicated and the world
MACHINE SHEDS:
convinced not only of our strength
and prowess, but of our integrity and
How about that NEW TRACTOR that you have just pur.
our devotion to thé highest ideals,
chased? Have you a shed to protect it from the weather after
This is a conquering purpose and you have finished using it? THESE ARE FACTS: Statistics
nothing can defeat it.
show that thé WEATHER gets 85 per cent of the life of machín-- 1
"WOODROW WILSON."
eiy. me man wno Dunas a machine shed gets 100 per cent on
ni iiivesuneni on me me oi nis machinery.
The Rebeckah lodge got together
and installed officers last Friday
WHAT ARE YOU--A
evening, the first time they were
FARMER with a MACHINE
ready for installation on the regular
SHED or an 85 per cent loser?
installation night in the history of
the lodge.
Mrs. Myra 0. Defrees was advanced to the degree of Past' Grand
and Mrs. George Lewis assumed the
duties of the office of N. G. Mrs.
Charles Weatherill was installed Vice
Grand, Mrs. Dr. Plumlee, secretary,
and Mrs. Grace Ogden, treasurer.
Miss Etta Hornbaker, the Junior Past
officer, officiated as Deputy President.
9lHJJ
The lodge has taken several new
members during the term and its future looks like a revival of interest in
lodge activities.

inri

Where your

The Ford Coupe, with electric"' self starting
and lighting system, has a big, broad seat deeply
upholstered. Sliding plate glass windows so that
the breeze can sweep right through the open
car. Or in case of a stormy the Coupe becomes a
closed car, snug,
Has
f.
and
all the Ford economies in operation and maintenance. A car that lasts and serves satisfactorily as long as it lasts. Demountable rims
with
tires all around. For the doctor
and travelling salesman it is the ideal car.
rain-pro-

DOLLAR

js

4.

'

The Roy Drug Store
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

m

P. A. Barnett is back from Tar
River, Okla. He claims he has business but the memory of the cool
mesa breezes had something to do
with his leaving the swelter of the
low country at this time.

Co,

J. A. White, the real ball player
on the Roy team, sends the
to
his father-in-laW. G. Laycox, of
S-- A

Plymouth, Texas. He wants the old
gentleman to have a chance to realize
just what a country this is.

A'BTNA!
Life Insurance Co.
of Hartford, Connecticut
The

once.
Allow me to Personally present the advantages of
the Aetna, and the plan best suited to YOUR CASE.

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,

i

Popular Drinks and Ices

A11

Miss Inez Hall arrived this week
for her summer vacation at the parental G. B. Hall home from her work
as teacher in the school for the deaf
and dumb at Sulphur, Oklahoma. Miss
Hall has spent several summers here
and has a large circle of friends who
welcome her home as well as doting
parents and relatives.

name is enough if you KNOW Life Insurance
and want it.
There is no question as to your Need of Life Insur

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

Gel youn t
,
ROBERTS & OLVER.
FREE!

He reports the towns of Victor
and Cripple Creek deserted and buildings being sold for any price at all to
get a dollar out of them. Good buildings that would cost thousands to
erect are being sold for a few hundred and wrecked for shipment to
places where they are needed.
It is needless to say, the old gentleman will vote the Democratic ticket
this fall, and his children and

J. W. Beck, Manager,
ROY
N.M.

Does its Duty

Fairview Pharmacy

swat the fxyr

yet

dust-proo-

of

Beck Motor

.

t's

CAR

wini inn

Roberts & Olver's

Henry Krabbenschmidt, of the
Bank of Roy and his wife and baby
accompanied by M. N. Baker, drove to
Clayton Sunday, to meet Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Vickery,
of Grand Prairie, Texas, who came
to visit them in their new home. They
found it a long, tiresome trip, but
made it without accident or meeting
with muddy roads.

At

Grandfather Brockman, of Mills,
was a pleasant caller at this office
Tuesday morning. He had just returned from a trip in Colorado in
which he learned much of interest.
His principal mission was, however,
to find out if McAdoo was nominated

::

JOHN E. BROCKM AN,

.

KODAKS

AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

AGENT,

Mills,

N.M.

'.;

Street Commissioner R. C. Grunig
got out the road drag Wednesday
morning and went over the streets
that he has recently graded at about
8 miles an hour. It puts the finishing
touches on the job and Roy now has
streets to be proud of so far as he
has gone with the grading. Bob's
drainage system proved its efficiency
in the heavy shower last night The
water ran down hill just as he planned it would and his culverts carried
it off the roadway as they should.
We congratulate the town on the
purchase of the road truck and for
getting Bob to run it. It's a winning
combination.
Mrs. Ethel Crull, formerly of Solano asks that her paper be changed

back from Redondo. Beach, Calif.,
at present.

to Redlands, their- home

SWAT THE FLY!
Get your at
ROBERTS & OLVER.
FREE!
'

Frank Banks of Mofax called Wed
nesday after corrugated iron to roof
his house. The rubberoid roof was
riddled by the hail storm and his
fcrops damaged seriously.

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,
"

Fred Brown had the misfortune to
lose one of his best work horses last
week. The big sorrel was all right at
suppertime, in the morning he lay
dead in the corral. The only reason
known, is that he may have gotten
some sort of poison out of the cane
hay they were fed, but all the others
ate the same and he had been fed on
it all summer. It was a serious loss
at this time.
Johnny Whiting has accepted the
job of tractorneer for Fred Brown
and is driving his big tractor into the
sod as fast as it can be made to turn
it, preparing for a wheat crop this
fall.

timer

Neil

writes a short letter
along with a check from Hilldale,
Mich., for lodge dues, and
in
which he says "I am still here but, if
it were not for my old parents I
would not stay here long. Fruit and
spring crops are good, but wheat not
much."
S--

Roy will have an airplane here July
ISth, an exhibition machine in charge
of Mr. Hunter, of Trinidad. He has
arranged with Dick Pendleton to have
nis pasture northwest oi town for a
landing place. This will be the first
aerial visitor of this kind to land on
this mesa, and we shall welcome him
to our town.
A FEW CHOICE
IHAVE
HOLSTEIN COWS TO SELL AT
PRIVATE SALE.
G B. HALL
ROY, N,M,

Henry Mitchell returned last week
from an extencTed trip to Arkansas.
They drove through in their new
Chevrolet a distance of about a thousand miles, several hundred miles of
visiting and back again and a flat
tire once wag their only car trouble
except Henry admits he did buy some
gasoline and oil. The roads were
muddy much of the distance. They
had a fine time 'but found little they
known in Arkansas except the
They are better
same eld locks.
satisfied with their home here than
ever since their trip.

DAILY PAPERS

C0MPLETE UNE 0F

MAGAZINES

Toilet Articles.
I

Enlarged Portraits
you have a nice picture of BABY or FATHER or
MOTHER you would like to have ENLARGED
See L. E. DEUBLER, your Home Man

Cigars and Tobacco

SPECIAL RATES ON ENLARGEMENTS
On pictures I have made for you

Oil

Tanks,

Fairbanks-Mors- e,

Yes,

"Z-typ- e"

L.E. DEUBLER,

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M
Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings
Publications,
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

and two room house.

W

Col. F.O. White

ECo-opera-

with each to the Mutual
Advantege of All.

Bentley&Krabbenschmidt,

Agt's

te

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.

Real Estate

Has returned to Roy.
All Calls answeted promptly.

Bargain: One hundred sixty
acres near Mills, at $ 10 per acre
Twenty-fiv- e
acres in cultivation

INVITES the Accounts of Individuals,
Firms and Corporations.

Farm Sales a specialty

Offers thejyou'benefit of,'his"wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

I.C.Dodds V

A. A. Wynne

Roy, N. M.

AUCTIONEER!

Roy,
N.M.'
"Call Again"

Undertaker

Photographer.

Self-Oilin-

TIN SHOP!

Foster Block,

I have frames also, and the Price is Right

Gasoline Engines & Deep-We- ll
Pumps;
g
Windmills; Well Casing;

Winona Farm Wagons and Beds:
Iowa Cream Separators; Cream Cans
Galvenized Tubs and Pails; Auto and
Tractor Oils; Oliver Implements,

Now Located in the

Frames

Stock and Storage

Cook-stove- s;

Bohanon's
Barber bhop

Insur.ance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
also made at Spanish-America- n
office.

Handicapped in many ways 'without
YOU are
Banking Connections such as .we

offe ú

Capital and Surplus, $50,000. 00

We write Fire: Tornado Insur
ance.
Bentley&Krabbenschmidt,

Agt's

Hot Blast Heating stove

$25
30

Bed and

Springs
Inquire,

at

S-- A

Office

THt
Frank Lukasek, writes from Kingagain.
fisher, Okla., to send his

II. F. Thornton

S-- A

He insista he has a wife now and cant
He also
keep house without the
wants to know what his friends are
doing here and about his farm he
homesteaded some years ago. Frank
would be a good citizen if he would
only come back and settle down on
his farm.

and

C.

EPANI8H-AMERICA-

NOTICE

E.IIa tley

Dealers and Shippers of

Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Mox.,

U. 8. Land Office

,

June

S--

FOR SALE
Box Building, 8X14ÍL
Folding Organ, good as new
22 Target Rifle.
Cook Stove, and other articles.
O. W. HEARN.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
at Clayton. N. Mux
June 25, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that James
G. Yates, of Kephurt, Union Co., New
Mexico, who on June 6th, 1917, made
Homestead Entry, No. 026095 for W'A

Perdieron and French Draft Horses
Mammoth Jacks, Roan Durham. Short-Horand Hereford Cattle

n

Shropshire Sheep

Poland China Hogs

Clayton, New Mexico

and win the next game.

U. S. Lund Office

DENTIST
H. S. Murdoch
D. D. S. of

22 N., Range
has filed
of Intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, berore . rt.
at his ofFoster, U. S. Commissioner, Sep.
9, 1920.
fice at Roy, New Mexico, on
Claimant names as witnesses: Moore,
V. H
Gay, Will Heath, Fred
J. D. Campbell, all of Kephart, N. Mex.
PAZ VALVERDK,
Register.

KH.14, Section 27, Township
.29 E., N. M. P. Meridian,

no-li-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Denarlment of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,
June 2b, 192U.
NOTICE is hereby civen that Dem
etrio Cordova, of Gallegos, New Mexico, Administrator of the estate of EnU. S. Land Office

rique Cordciva, deceased, who, on April
Homestead
10, 1918, mado Additional
Entrv, No. 022309, for SEÍ4 of NEV4 of
17
Range 30
N.,
28,
Township
Hection
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
;nbove described, before A. A. Wynne,
at his office in
S. Commissioner,
U
Mosquero, N. M., on HeptemDer , iüzu.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Zacarías Cordova, of Mosquero, N.
M., Trinidad Sanchez of Mosquero, N.
M., Marcelino Padia, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Cresencio Montez, of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Springer, will be in

R OY

,

July, 12 to 17th
Call early and let us examin
your teeth. NO CHARGE
FOR CONSULTATION.

Office at Kitchelle Hotel

FARMERS ATTENTION
Do you know that
A Stucco Finish

Will not only improve the
Looks of your house
But it will keep out
The wind
And Dust
And save you
Its Price in Fuel
in one Winter
Besides
Adding to your
Health and Comfort
And That
I will do it
For You
Now
Or Later?
E. F. HENRY, Roy, N. M.

I Thank

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

-

Register.

FOR SALE

N. M. P. Meridian,

has filed notice of
intention to make Three year final
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, berore W. H. Wlllcox,
U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at
Koy, New Mexico, on August 34th, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
David M. Valdez, of Albert, New Mexico, Decederlo Galleaos, of Albert, New
Mexico; Emilio Gonzales, of Kephart,
New Mexico, Merced Montoya, .of Kephart, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
7
Register.

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.

Steam Heated,
Free Baths, .
Phone 3 on 25,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
WANTED
A quiet, homelike Hotel
XOTH'Ef'OR PUBLICATION ISOLAT
ED
TRACT
Department of the Interior
one block from the
U. S. Land Otfice at Clayton, N. Méx.,
June 25, 1920.
Dr. J. A. STEVENS, D.V.M.
Public Laad Sale
Depat. jn the
Department of the Interior
NOTICE is hereby given that Halic
Graduate Veterinarian
"C" of
authorises sale.
M. Warned of Rov. Mora Co.. New Mex
Main Business District
U. S. Lund Office at Clayton, N. M.
ico, who, on October 6th, 1916, made
7, 1920.
June
Will be in Roy for some
u
r.niry,
íicmiesteao.
Additional
NE14, NE4
Tourists and Land-SeekeNOTICE is hereby given thnt, as di102X229, lor SEVi NWÍ4, B
time,
See him for Veterinary
18
GenRange
N.,
by
Township
3,
Commissioner
of
the
rected
the
KEÍ4, Section
Will find this the right place.
NT M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
9K
eral Land office, under provisions of
rs

V.

yf intention 'to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to tne iana
above described, before F. H. Foster, U.
.at his office at Roy,
. Commissioner,
ltHH PUBLICATION
KTOE
Department 1 itke Iaterlor
New Mexico, on .September 6, 1920.
S.
mame
:U.
as witnesses:
Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
Claimant
W. E. Yarborough, Joe Mitchell, Wm.
June 14, 1920.
G. Johnson, James W. Johnson, Jr., all
oí Roy, Kern Jiexico.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Adajn
i roup, oí solano, Alora co .'Mew Mexico,
PAZ 'VALVERDE,
on March 6th, 1&17,, made Home-Stea- d
who,
Register.
N
Entry No. 24880
NW4,
27.
Sec
and EH4 6WÜ Section 22, Town-Shi- p
1
M. P. Merid28
N,
N,
Jlance
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ,
ian. has filed ..notioe of intention to
make FUil Three ear Proojt, to estab-lle- n
claim to the land above described,
Denmrtamn of the Interior'
Méx.,
N.
U,
K. H. Foster, U. B. Commissioner,
Clayton,
6,
before
Office
at
Land
.
at his office at Hoy, NfeW Mexico, on
June 25, 1920.
.:
11, 32.
Aupust
hereby lven that James
NOTICE
Claimant names as witnesses:
M. Yates, of Keptoart, Union Co., New
Homer McKenzle, A. fi. Troup, L. M.
México who,' on May 3, 1917, made Livingston and D. N. Livingston, al of
Homestead Entry No. 024996 for Lots Solano, New Mexico.
S, 4, EÍ4 SW
Sec. 18, Lots 1, 2, E'A
PAR VALVERDE,
NWÍ4 Section 19, Township 22 N.,
Register.
Range 29 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final Three
sHJCATION
NOTICE FOR
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
Department of (be laterlor
land above described, before F. H. FosU. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
ter, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Jase 14, 1920.
Roy, New Mexico, on Sept. , 19.20.
Claimant names as witnesses:
;Iven that Virpil
Fred Moore, Will Heath, J. D. CampNOTICE Is her
bell. J G. Yates, all oí Kephart, N. M. H. Anderson, of Hoy, Mora, Co., New
February
on
t4th, 1917,
who,
Mexico,
TAZ VALVERDE,
Homestead Entry, No. 24226, for
Register. made SWÍ4,
6, Lots 2.
Sec.
SEhi,
SW4
SEH
3, 4, SEtt NWÍ4, W
NE4, Bee. 7, Lot
26
,
and Khi
' NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
I, Sec. 18, T. 19 N. R.
SE"4, Section 12, Township 19 N., Range
(SU
ni'i- 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Department of the Interior
of intention to make Final Three Year
TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
Proof, to establish claim to the land
June 5, 1920.
above described, before F. H. Foster, U.
S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
NOTICE Is hereby piven that John New Mexico, on August 10, 1920.
Schneider, of Roy, Moia Co., New MexClaimant names at witnesses:
ico, who, on April 23rd, 1917, made
Earl Baum, G. G. Leach, A. J. Baker,
Additional Homestead Entry, No. 024942 Llnkern Hlmes, all of Roy, New Mexico.
for B14 NEÍ4 Section 1, Township 18
PAZ VALVERDE,
N., Kang-- 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Register.
filed notice of intention to make Final
claim
Proof,
to
establish
Year
Three
NOTICE) FOR PUBLICATION
to the Jand above described, before F.
Department of the Interior
H. Kosfer, U. S. Commissioner, at his
U. 6. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex,
office at Roy, New Mexico, on Septem-

fr

.

1

.

16, 1920

ber 7, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John Shamhlln Frank A Roy, Frank
NOTICE Is hereby riven that John
Eeldel and A. J. Baker, all of Roy, Beckman, of Solano, Mora Co., New
New Mexico.
Mexico, who, on April 16th, 1917, made
Entry No. 024902
Additional Home-steaTAZ VALVERDE,
SWÍ4" and Lot 1,
NW14, NE
for E
Register. Section
18
N.,itange 26 E.,
18, Township
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
NOTICE POR PUBLICATION ISO- intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
LATED TH ACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
above described, before F. H. Foster, U.
8. Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on August 16, 1920.
Department of the Interior
Claimant names a witnesses:
IT. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
AndrersTruJillo, C M. Thompson, P.
authorizes sale7, 1920.
"CW" oí
June
J. Laumbach and J. M. Finch, all of
Mexico.
NOTICE Is hereby given that, as di- Solano, New
PAZ VALVERDE,
of the Genrected by the Commissionerprovisions
Register.
eral Land Office, under to the applica-of
Sec. 2465, R. S., pursuant
of ClayNOTICE! FOR PUBLICATION
tion of Nathan Habeeb Azar026766,
we
Department of the Interior
ton, New Mexico, Serial No.
highest
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
will offer at public sale, to the
REPUBLICATION
per
less
than
not
at
bidder, but
June 18. 1920
acre, at 10 o'clock, A. M., on the 7th day
office,
the
next,
at
this
1920,
of August,
following tract of land: SWÍ4 NEK Sec.
NOTICE is hereby given that Job B.
9, T. 20 N., R 31 E., N. M. P. M.
Anderson, of Roy, New Mexico, who, on
open,
but
kept
be
not
will
sale
The
March S 1916, made Homestead Entry
will be declared closed when those pres.
Section 23 TownNo. 021777, for E
bidceased
have
named
cnt at the hour
ship 17 N., Range 81 E N. M. P. Meridding. The person making the highest
of intention to
notice
ian, has filed
bid will be required to immediately pay nianv unco
V
"'
thereof.
to the Receiver the amount
claim to the land above described, be
Any persons claiming adversely the fore Register ana Keceiver, u. d. uanu
land are advised to file Office, at Clayton, New Mexico, on Aud
on or befor
their claims, or objections,sale.
gust 28, 1920.
for
designated
the time
Clalman names as witnesses:
W. A. Rockwell, Yadie McGaha, Koe
PAZ VALVERDE,
Miss Helen Keiser, all of
Kelser,
Register.
above-describe-

Gal-lego- s,

.

New Mexico.
'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
NOTICE Is hereby given thnt .Tvi.
A. Garcia, of Mosquero. N. M
Feb. 21, 1916, mode OriEinflsfci : '
and uri
Entry, No. 021695 Hom-t--i' '
made Additional
Vi Sec.
V
EE
024412, for SEIÍ
'
v
;
Bee. 23: NV4 NEli Sec. 27'.
EH NW14 Wü NUi;
",

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Inferior
at Clayton, N.

U. S Land Office

June

M

14, 1920.

,

"imis.

6--

9

7--

NOTICB FOR PUBLICATION
lrpartmrnt f br Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.

U. S. Land Office

Department of the Interior
at Clayton N M
1920
"C"
June. 7, 1920
Notice is hereby given that as direct
ed by the commissioner of the General
Land Office, under provisions of Sec- 2455, R S. pursuant to the application
of Webb Kidd,
of Roy. N. M.
serial No, 026624, we will offer atpnb.
lie sale, to the highest bidder, but at
not less than 82,00 per acre at 10 o'clock
A M, on the 9th day of Aug. 1920, next
at this office, the following tract of
land;
Sec.6 T 18 N.
R 25E, N M P M
The sale will not be keot nen. but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding, The person making the high,
est bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Keceiver the amount there

June 18. 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Harry
P. Lohstroh. of Mills. New Mexico, who.
on Oct. 25, 1915, made Homestead ap

plication serial, no. uziuis, lor tne iois
Nü SEK; SK'A SIí'a, Sec. 6; EV4
SKÍ4. Section 7, Township
20 N , Rantce 25
N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Koy, New Mexico, on
August 19, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Otto Lohstroh of Mills, New Mexico;
Elizabeth VIrII, of Dawson, New Mexico; John McCrystal, Jr., of Roy, New
Mexico and Benjamin Wendland, oí
Koy, New Mexico.
,
PAZ VALVERDE,
NK',4; NKV

Register.

7

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Department f the Interior
at Clayton. N. Méx.,
June 18, 1920.
hereby
given that Alfred
NOTICE is
L. Newman, of Solano, New Mexico,
who, on June 9, 1915 and Sept. 14,
1918, made Homestead
ntries Serial No.
020253 and Serial No. 024190, for tho
13; Ntf NWK.
Sec.
BEM,
N4
SW;
Sec. 24, T. 19 N., Range 2 E., and tha
1?;
NWH;
SW
Sec.
SW14 NWH,
NW& SWÍ4, Sec. 24, Township 19 N.
Range 2 E., N. M. P. Meridian, haa
of.
filed notice of Intention to make Final
Any persons claiming adversely the Three Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before W. H.
above i described land are advised to Wlllcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on AuguBt
file their claims or objections, on or 20,
1920.
before the time designated for sale
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. Mills, Joseph Allen, Charles J.
Jack
-- 12
Faz Valverde ; Register Burton and Marrion Conner, all of SoMexico.
New
lano,
PAZ VALVERDE,
U. 8. Land Office

Register.

red heifer,
giving milk
a mile north
BURTON.

3L

1.

FOR riBLICATION

We write Hail Insurance.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex, Bentley&Krabbenschmidt,
June 18, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Frank

Morford, of David, New Mexico, who,
on May 4, 1916, made Homestead Entry, No. 022134, for W
NEÍ4 and EH
NWÍ4 of Section 21, Township 18 N.,
Range 30 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before A
A. Wynne, U. 8. Commissioner, at his
office in Mosquero, N. M., on August
1920.

18

Claimant names as witnesses:
Lewis Yarms, Ran Wood, Paine
Fields, and J. T. McFarland, all of
David, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
7
1.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,
June 18, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Edwin
U. S. Land Office

F. Ivey, of Roy, Mora Comity, New
Mexico, who. on October 2nd, 1916, made
Additional Homestead Entry No. 023217,
for E',4 SVV, Lots 13 and 2714,E.,Section
N. M.
6, Township 20 N., Range
P, Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on August 20, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses: Oscar
Henry Farr, C. W. Farley,
Blunk and F. E. Ivey, all of Roy, New
Mexico.
VALVERDE
Register.
7

Agt's

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY
Mora. New Mexico

We have just opened up
A New and Complete
STOCK OF

.

Abstracts of all lands in Mora
County
Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records

Philip Sanchez, Secretary

Lumber and
Hardware
at

Thomas A. Whelan
.

Eugene Palmer

Whelan & Palmer, n

Lawyers

MOSQUERO, NewMex.

Clayton, New.Mex.

1.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
Méx.,
at Clayton,18,N.1920.
June
NOTICE is hereby given that Louis
U. S. Land Office

Yarms, of David, New Mexico, who, on
Oct. 10, 1916, made Original Homestead
Entry, No. 021040, and on Sept. En-26,
1918, made Additional Homestead
try No. 024488, for NH NW, SE'A
and WÍJ SEÍ4,
NWÜ and EH SW
Sec. 19; NWÜ NEK Sec. 30; Lots 2, 3
and 4 Sec. 19; NLÍ4 NW14 Sec. 30,
P.
Township 18 N, Range 30 E., N
Meridian, and SVfc NiEty and KH SEÍ4
Range
N.,
18
Township
of Section 24,
29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, ñas mea nouce
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to tne iana
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
Mosquero, N. M., on August 18, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses: T. McFrank Morford, Ran Wood, J.
Farland and W. A. Long, all of David,
New Mexico.
VALVERDE

tí

Practice in State and
eral Courts and

Fed-

U, S. Land Office

PIANO FOR SALE

We have in our possession near Roy
high
grade piano which will be sold
a

at a big discount Terms to any responsible party. If interested write
for particulars. THE DENVER MUSIC COMPANY, Denver, Colo.

24-T-

6

Willing to Take a Chance.
Mother was trying to give her small
on a dose of castor oil, and after
much coaxing and pleading be would
Register. not swallow It. She said to ber hus'
7
band: "Billy will not take the oil;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
we will just' have to use main force."
Billy's face brightened and lie said:
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Of fice at Clayton, N. Méx., "Daddy, bring the mnln force and I
June 21, 1920.
will try to swallow din I."
NOTICE is hereby given that Edward
on
of Roy, N. M., who,
M. Naranjo,
Sept. 11, 1918, made Homestead fcntry
serial, No. 024647 for EH NE',i; NEVi
STALLION
NH NWJ4
SEH Sec. 10 and NH SWÍ4;
ON EASY
and NWH NEH SectionM. 11, Township
P. Meridian,
18 N , Range 26 E., N.
has filed notice of intention to make
We have one of the finest stalProo, to establish claim to the land
H.
F.
lions
Foster.
on the mesa for sale at the
before
described,
above
Roy, N. M., on
J:

NOTICE is hereby given that Frank
Helmann, of Albert, Union Co., New
Mexico, who, en June 4th, 1917, made
No. 025118
Additional Homestead Entry,
3, Township 19 K,
for E E Section
has
Meridian,
P.
M.
N.
30
E
Range
2C. .own-cNW!i
of Intention to make Final
N.. Range 29 E.. N M. P. lier.J.i.. La; filed notice
claim
establish
to
Three Year Proof,
filed notice of intention to make
clal ti to to the land above described, before F.
to establish
Three Year Proof,described-, before
A.
M.
r OBIT, u. n. v.'.iii.a.w.....
A.
the land U.above
fice at Roy, New Mexico, on August 11, V. S. Commlsinoer, at
S. Commissioner, at his ofWynne,
right price and on easy terms.
13,
1920.
August
on
ADKUSt 21, 1920.
fice In Mosquero,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Name "Ragoza", Registry No.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz,
LeoNaranjo,
A. W. Morris, Salome
Jose Garcia y Chavez, FranciscoGarcia, mann, Jr.. and F. P. Helmann, all of
119084.
Inquire WOLCOTT L.
of
Tixier,
all
Gregorio
Rafael
Vialpando
and
Andrada,
poldo
Moisés
Albert, NeW Mexico
Koy. New Mexico.
VALVERpE
Ray Bueey.
all of Mosquero,
or
Russel
VALVERrA:
Register,
Register.
Register. i.;4i
7
.
8E14.-Sectio-

above-describ-

above-describ- ed

rt

June

NOTICE Is hereby given that, a
directed by the Commissioner of the
Gesera Lead OSce, under provisions
of Set. 456, R. 8., pursuant to the
application of Emma M. Laumbach, of
Roy, N.M.
we
Serial. No. 026904,
at public sale, to the highest bidder, will offer at public sale, to the high
but at not less than 12,00 per acre, at est bidder, but at not less than $2.60
10 o'clock, A. M., on the 9th day of
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the
Aug. 1920 next, at this office, the follow- 5th day
of Augus:.1920' next, at this
ing tract of land; NEJ-NSec 7, office, the following tract of land:
T18 N, R25E.,
NMFM
NEi-SW- i,
A Lot 7, Sec. 81, T. 18N
The sale will not be kept open, but R27E
N.M.P.M,
will be declared closed when those pre
The sale will not be kept open, but
sent at the hour named have ceased will bo declared closed when those
bidding. The person making the high- present at the hour named have ceased
est bid will be required to immediately bidding. The person making the highpay to the Receiver the ammount est bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount therethereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the of.
Any persons claiming adversely the
above- - pesoribed land are advised or
land are advised to
file theirclaims, or objections, on or
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
before the time designated lor sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
710

G

KOTICe

PERCHERON
PAYMENTS

J

6

"C-"o- f

Notice is hereby given that, as directed
by the Commissioner of the General
Land office, under provisions of Sec.
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
Webb Kidd,
of
of Roy, N.M.
Serial No. 026789, we will offer

pursuant to the .applica- work.
tion of James Hunter White, of Solano,
BLACK-LE7
VACCINE !.
N. M., Serial No. 026920, we will offer at
public ale, lo the highest bidder, but
U. S. brand, government approved.
at not less that 82.50 per acre, at 10 GERMAN MILLET. $3.00 1001b
For Sale
guaranteed. Save that calf., He is
oVlock A. II., on the 5th day of August.
1920, next, at this office, the following Cane Hay and Shredded Corn,
with or without calf,
valuable.
Write
me
19
if
interested
or
1Í,
T
tract of land: N4 SE&, Sec.
priced to sell, at my farm,
N., 11. 27 E., N. M. P. M.
see me. T. J. Heimann, Roy, N. M.
$15.00 a ton.
The sale will not he kept open, but
of Solano. ..
.
will be declared closed when .those
Mont Woodward, Roy, N.M.
N. L.
present at the hour named have leased
bidding. The parson making the highest bid will be required to Immediately
psyto the Receiver the amount there- Good Bedstead, Springs and Mat
,'
;
of.
;v;
1
IsJc
Anjr persons claiming adversely the tress,
TO SELL!
HE
land are advised to file
Mrs. Henry Krnbbenschmidt
their claims, er objections, on or before
the time dee&nalod for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
7
Sec. 2455, R. 8.,

.

Department cf the Interior, V. S. Lar.d Department of the Interior, D. S. Lan
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
June 7, 1920,
-- ur.e,
7, 1920.
'C" of

U S Land Office

Rate 5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

W,

6; w

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

NOTICE FOR PÜBLICATI0N.
ISOLATED TRACT
Public Land Sale

Classified
Ads

Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,
June 23., 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Serafín
.New
.Mexico,
oi ue OilHaven,
i.. .Baca,
. .1
.
1U17
U
Ua.i.Vi
whn
,Vi, .... ...OI
Lll
t .101 I, IMdMCT
IIUJIIC'
stead application Serial No 022431, for
Bee.

of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,
June 18, 19ZU.
NOTICE is herebv irlven that Ferd
Wilson, of Solano, N M., who, on Feb
ruary , 1W17, made Homestead Kntry,
serial No. 024355 for Lots 2 and 3, NEK
Denarttnent

U. 8. Land Office

7

V. 8. Land Office

sky

FOR PUBLICATION

SWH Sec. 13, Lot 1, Sec. 24 and Lots 1
and 2 and NH NEK Section 23,
Townshln 18 N.. Ranire 27 E.. N.
M.. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make Three rear Pioor, to
establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico, on
Auctist 20, 1920.
Claimant names ns witnesses:
C. W. B. Leathermnn, of Roy, N. M.;
Wm. O. Johnson, of Roy, N M.; John
Beckmsn, of Solano, N. M., and John
Bowman of Solano, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

You.

tne tsft

21, 1920.

NOTICE Is hereby given that WalUr
K. Cocke, of Gallegos, N, M., who, on
April 8, 1916, made Homestead Entry,
No. 022001 for 8E4 Sec. 84 and SWH of
Section 36, Township 17 N., Range 81
E., N. M. P Meridian, has filed notice
of Intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A. Wynne, U.
S. Commissioner, at his office In Mosquero, N. M., on August 21, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eugene E. Cooper, Joseph 8. Baker,
Joe Ferguson and Joseph W. Honey- cult, ail or uaiiegos, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE.
7
Register,
NOTICE

The Junior ball teams of Roy and
Mills met and measured prowess at
the national game at Roy Monday
forenoon. The score was 21 to 10
in favor of Mills. The Roy boys insist they hadn't a good enough team
for one reason, but they will fix it up

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUt: L1C LAND SALE

FOR PUBLICATION

WE Invite you all to Call
and see us and will be
glad to figure with

on your Building Needs
And to supply your
Hardware Wants

Springer Lumber Co.
Mosquero,

NewMex.
0

THE

FOREIGN

8PANI8H-AMERICA-

1,000

1
CLERKS
Germany's total debt la 205,000,000,-00- 0
marks. Minister of Finance Wlrth
announced before the budget commitDISCHARGEE
tee of the reichstag
Two American who are said to have
represented themselves as big business
men, are alleged to have been caught WAR DEPARTMENT AT WASHING
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
smuggling opium from Araoy, China, to
'
TON CUTTING DOWN

IIEVSTO
v

DATE

liJ PARAGRAPHS

'

WIRES

ROUND ABOUT

FORCES

Manila.

THE WORLD.

IS

The first official meeting of the

DURING THE PAST WEEK

League of Nations will be held at Geneva next November, according to Information received from the principal
allied capitals.

REPORT

RELEASE WAR WORKERS

Germany Is 8,000,000 tons In arrears
of her engagements concerning the
delivery of coal In execution of the
treaty of Versailles, according to an
Interview with Louis Loucheur printed
In the Petit Parisién in Paris.
Polish forces on the Bolshevist front
have evacuated Mozir and Kalenkowltz,
in Polesia, according to an official
statement issued at army staff headquarters at Warsaw. This step was
taken, It Is said, for the purpose of

Auditorium, Sun Francisco, July 6.
M. Cox, governor of Ohio, was
Jumes
IN
THE PAST FEW WEEKS MANV
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
nominated for president of the United
CLERKS HAVE BEEN DISStates in the Democratic convention
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
The
at 1 :40 o'clock this morning.
MISSED
AT
WASHINGTON.
PEOPLE.
nomination came at the conclusion ot
a forty-fou- r
ballot struggle In which
Weitarn Newipper Union Newt Servio.
he had steadily beaten down the forces
Wtrn Nwipper Union Nws Service,
WESTERN
Washington, July 7. An exodus ol of William G. McAdoo, former secrewar workers who have hung onto gov- tary of the treasury and President
Between $5,000 and $10,000 worth of
Liberty bonds and $5,180 In cash was
ernment Jobs ever since the signing ol Wilson's
When the balloting on the
the armistice Is In progress. Decreased
ihe loot obtained by five bandits who
vote had gotten to a point
held up the Great Northern State Bank shortening the front.
appropriations effective at the beginwhere
had 702 votes and was
Cox
1.
ning
year,
new
the
fiscal
July
of
St.
Paul.
The Mexican natlonul debt, Is more
it
s
approaching the necessary
Ten persons were killed and nine than 546,000,000 pesos, including in- have caused a slashing of pay rolls In
of 729, Sam B. Amldon of KanInjured, probably fatally, when a truck terest, it was announced officially. Of many of the departments. The numsas, manager of the McAdoo forces
carrying a load of picnickers was this, more than 300,000 pesos Is owed ber of employes dismissed from thf
and vice chairman of the Democratic
struck by a pasenger train one mile abroad. Efforts will be made to reach government service during the Inst 'few
national convention, took the platform
11,000.
more
weeks
totalled
than
agreement
an
with
Mexico's
creditwest of Huntingburg, Ind.
moved that the nomination of
and
When previous reductions were
Passenger train No. 52 on the Great ors regarding the resumption of interImupon the abandonment of some Governor Cox be made unanimous.
payments.
est
made
Northern railroad, running between
mediately there was a roar from the
as
of
war
organizations,
such
the
The secretary of foreign affairs has
Sioux Falls, S. D., and St. Paul, Minn.,
tired and worn delegates which lasted
was totally destroyed by fire near ordered the boundary commission to food administration, the war Indus- for a full four minutes before Chairboard
war
board
tries
and
the
trade
per- Investigate complaints by farmers of
Pipestone, Minn., the seventy-fiv- e
man Robinson could put the question
sons aboard escaping with only minor OJinaja, state of Chihuahua, Mexico, the employes were readily absorbed by on Amldon's motion to suspend the
that recent rains had moved the bed of other departments.
Injuries.
rules and nominate Cox by acclamaThe war risk Insurance bureau, the
Governor Larrazolo of New Mexico, the Rio Grande southward, leaving Internal revenue bureau and some tion.
At 1:43 o'clock this morning the modecided against the plea of Elbert W. lands of Mexicans apparently on the
others Increased their numbers of em- tion was formally voted over with a
Blancett for executive clemency and American side.
ployes after the signing of the armiBlancett will be hanged on July 9. More than 5,000 Americans will here- stice and were able to take on the wat rolling chorus of ayes and a smashing
Blancett soht and killed Clyde Ar- after be entitled to wear a new bronze workers desirous of remaining In of the brass bands.
State standards which had surged
mour of Sioux City, Iowa, In Santa Fé decoration on their uniforms, hanging Washington.
back and forth In the desperate batcounty In the fall of 1916.
from a ribbon striped alternately red
The latest cutting of the pay rolls,
of the deadlock raced to the front
Following a rejection of his proposal and white. The medal Is the new serv- however, comes at a time when scarce- tles
cf the hall and to a place before the
badges
ice
army,
comof
the
French
of marriage, William F. Smith shot and
ly any governmental activity Is being platform.
killed Miss Thelma Gutke, 17 years old, memorative of the war. The 6,000 expanded. Congress has borne down
ballot,
The vote on the forty-thirto
wear
It
Americans
entitled
all
have
at Douglas, Ariz. As the girl fell Smith
heavily upon the departments In the which started the Cox landslide, was:
with
army.
served
the
French
turned the weapon on himself. A bulnew appropriations and all bureau McAdoo, 412; Cox, 5G8; Davis,
Gen. Frederick Montes, former gov- chiefs have had to reduce their forces
let entered his heart and he fell dead
Palmer, 7 ; Cummlngs, ,2 ; Owen, 34 ;
on the pavement beside his companion. ernor of the state of Guanajtfato, who whether they wanted to or not.
Clark, 2; Colby, 1; Glass
has been detained In the military prisHis home is In West Virginia.
When the armistice was signed, the
Cox's gain was
or 158 short of
Frank Hanson, a parachute Jumper, on In connection with the death of the civilian employés of the War Depart- the necessary
McAdoo lost
Jumped 4,400 feet to his death' from an late President Carranza, has been or ment In Washington totaled 37,000. At 15; Davis gained 8.
set
by
dered
at
liberty
Provisional
Is
about
the present time the total
airplane at Casper, Wyo., when a deThe vote on the forty-firs- t
ballot
fective snap on his harness released President de La Huerta of Mexico. The 14,000. For the lust six months the was : McAdoo, 400 ; Cox, 407 ; Palhim
from his parachute. A large president acted on the request of the department has been cutting off at mer, 12; Davis,
Cummlngs, 2;
crowd was given a thrill as Aviator Chamber of Deputies so that Montei least 1,000 each month. Further re- Owen, 35; Glass, 24; Clark, 2; Colmight
his
take
seat as a deputy.
ductions of the war department force by. 1.
Bert Cole attempted to dive his plane
beneath the man and break bis fall.
Two thousand British, Austrian, Ger- Is planned.
The changes of the forty-firs- t
ballot
It Is stated that clerks will be cut were : McAdoo lost 7 ; Cox gained 7 ;
Cole missed him.
man and Finnish prisoners of wai
during the next few Davis lost 20 ; Palmer was reduced
rapidly
Lieut. Stanley M. Ames, commanding were drowned when a Bolshevist off
present roll of 14,000 to 12.
aero pursuit group at steamer was sunk recently in the Neva months until the
the Ninety-fou- r
down close to the figure of
brought
is
balThe results on the
Kelly field, is held by Mexican author- river, according to a Helsingfors dis3,000 which was the number employed lot show : McAdoo, 427 ; Cox, 540 ;
ities at Matamorus, just across the Rio patch to the Central News In London. before the war.
Palmer, 8; Davis,
Grande river from Brownsville, Tex., A Reuter report from
Stockholm
The Navy Department dropped 700
Cox forces soon after midnight, Jubiaccording to reports at San Antonio. would seem to confirm this dispatch, employés
on July 1, leaving about 3,000 lant with a new high level In the balAmes was forced to land on account of saying that a ship was sunk June 6
employés still on its pay roll, outside loting and predicting further accesrunning out of gasoline. The landing with 2,000 repatriated prisoners on
of
the navy yard.
sions, defeated a motion to adjourn
was made safely.
board.
The Department of Agriculture suf- the convention which had the support
The Navajo Indian tribe In north- GENERAL
fered a severe cut in its field force, of the McAdoo forces. The Cox peoupon the orders ple wanted to press
eastern Arizona numbers 7,844, suld to
their advantages,
The State Legislature of Tennessee much against Its will,
be the largest single tribe of Indians
Congress. The Department of La- the McAdoo people wanted to adjourn.
of
will be culled to meet on Aug. 9 at
remaining In the United States, ac- Nashville, to
and Interior and State A rnll call was forced and the conconsider the federal suf- bor, Commerce
cording to an announcement at the disvention proceeded to Its
frage amendment, It was stated at the all have had to retrench.
trict census office, Phoenix. With this capítol.
The Treasury Department, with such ballot, apparently well on its way
enumeration completed, District Superactivities as the Internal revenue bu- toward the forty-sixtballot record set
inree men were Kinea in cmcago reau, with the enforcement of prohi- by the Baltimore convention which
visor Sam Brander said his task was
a
when
scaffold
on
which
were
they
finished and his office closed.
bition under Its Jurisdiction, as well as
working collapsed in the Interior of a the collection of the various forms of nominated Woodrow Wilson. The vote
unofficial against the adjournment
Detective William Goodenbour was concrete smokestack at
the Iroquls
Is was 037 to 407.
Instantly killed In a pistol battle with plant of the Steel & Tube Company of taxes and the war risk Insurance,
keeping a large force of employés.
An eleventh-hou- r
release of Attora bandit In the II. Marx clothing store America, on the south side. The men
Inquiries made at the offices of the ney General Palmer's delegates left
at Waterloo, Iowa, and the bandit was fell 125 feet.
Civil Service Commission disclose the the Democratic national convention
killed by Officer William Wilson, who
Meat packers from all parts of the fact that practically no vacancies In with a fight between McAdoo and Cox
rusnea to tne detectives assistance. country will meet In Atlantic City, ordinary clerkships exist. About one on its hands and both
of them claimThe bandit was attempting to cash an Sept. 13, 14 and 15, to discuss problems dozen vacancies for male clerks In the ing the other could not possibly get
American Express money order, stolen affecting the industry, Thomas E. Washington city postoffice was the net enough out of the Palmer wreck to
In Bertha, Minn., when the officer ap- Wilson, president of the Institute of result of an Investigation
of the em- attain a nomination.
Cox's vote of
peared en the scene.
American
Meat Packers, has an- ployment possibilities of the govern- 408
on the thirty-nintballot was
ment service.
nounced at Chicago.
exactly his previous high water mark
WASHINGTON
as It appeared on the fifteenth bnllot.
An express car on the Charleston
Brig. Gens. J. M. McAndrew, John
20,000 Japs Lose Jobs.
Attention of Senator Harrison of the
L. Pines, Henry T. Allen and David C. and Western Carolina Railroad was reTwenty thousand Cox forces was called to that fact by
Osaka, Japan.
Shanks have been given recess commis- ported robbed near Augusta, Ga., by
Guffey of
sions as major generals In the regular bandits who gagged and bound an ex- working people were discharged here National Committeeman
army by President Wilson, It has been press messenger and an armed guard In June because of the economic de- Pennsylvania, who asked what the Cox
announced by Secretary Baker. Seven and made away with $59,725, consti- pression. They Included 6,500 women. forces were going to do about it. Harmajor generals are yet to be appointed tuting the pay roll for the marines at Many small factories have been closed rison said they were going out for
more.
In other cities.
Paris Island, S. C, station.
under the army reorganization act.
The totals on the thirty-nintballot
$25,000,000
A
to
loan
Switzerland
Increased passport rates, authorized
were:
McAdoo, 440; Cox, 408 ; PalEqual
Suffrage.
Japs
Battle
under a bill passed at the end of last will be raised In the United States
Cummlngs, 2;
Tokio. Action by the government In mer, 74; Davis,
session of Congress, providing for a as a result of negotiations concluded dissolving the lost House of Represen- Owen, 32 ; Clark, 2 ; Colby, 1.
government
Swiss
between
and
the
charge of $9 instead of $1, is now in
balThe changes on the thirty-ninttatives was attacked In the diet by'
effect. Representative Porter of Penn- American, bankers, It hns been an- M. Nakashojl, former minister of ag- lot were: Cox gained 85, McAdoo
In
New
nounced
York.
sylvania, chairman of the House forDavis gained 21
riculture, and M. Shimoda, who con- gained
and
J. S. Eubunks, president of the St. tended the government should respect Palmer retained 74 of his 211.
eign affairs committee, who drafted
the original measure, was the first Louis Yardmen's Association, and the the decision of the diet to grant uniAt the end of the second ballot after
Rev. J. P. Aregood, a Baptist minister
person to pay the increased rate.
suffrage without referring Hie the recess, when the Palmer vote had
versal
were escorted out of town
That $1,191,100 was loaned to 294 of St. Louis,
question to the nation. They based touched 211 and It was apparent that
by a citizens' committee of nine as
farmers of the United States by the they were about to address a mass their argument on the claim that the It could be driven no higher, former
Federal Land Banks on long time meeting of labor union people at Pine diet represented the nation. Premier Representative C. C. Carlin of Virfirst mortgages during the month Bluff, Ark. They were tnken three Hara replied it was Improper to adopt ginia, Mr. Palmer's manager, took the
glviug" a platform and announced the withof May, 1920, Is shown by a report re- miles from the city, partially stripped, universal suffrage without
to the amended
election law drawal of the attorney general from
trial
cently made public by the Federal whipped, and told to leave the city
which extends the right of voting. He the race.
Farm Loan Bureau. Of these the Fed- and stay away.
declared, therefore, the government Delegates Cheer Attorney General.
Yale University, at its 219th comeral Land Bank of Omaha leads In the
Chairman Robinson, In presenting
was justified In appealing to the peoamount of loans. This bank reported mencement exercises In Woolsey hall, ple.
him, told the convention significantly
$209,200. Loans closed by other banks conferred the following honorary dethat he was presenting a man who
In May are as follows : St. Paul, $213,-30- grees of doctor of laws : John Joseph
Blackhand Suspects Jailed.
hud an announcement to mnke which
Berkeley, $140,700; Wichita,
Pershing, who commanded the AmeriChlcngo Two men held in connec he was confident the convention would
Spokane,' $75,200; Springfield, can expeditionary forces ; Thomas
tion with a threat made on the life dt want to hear.
Cuyler, railroad administrator Leon Small of Kanknkee, candidate for
$58,300; Baltimore, $18,000; Houston,
Expectation was In the air and the
$3,400. On the bast day of May there and wartime chairman of the Associthe Republican nomination for gover- convention, which only a moment beation of Railroad Executives; the nor, nnd his family, probably will be fore had been In the height of diswere operating in the United States
farm loanassoclatlons and the to- Right Hon. Sir Auckland C. Geddes, turned over to federal authorities for order in a rackety demonstration,
tal mortgage loans made by the Feder- British ambassador to the United prosecution. Mr. Small received a let- Quieted down like magic, until a pin
al Land banks torough these associa- States, and Jean Adrlen Antolne Jules ter last week threatening him and his might almost have been heard to drop
tions to 12,298 farm borrowers amount- Jusserand, French ambassador to the family with dcatli unless $40,000 was in the great auditorium as Carlin took
;
United States.
ed to $347,390,941.
road.
left on the Kankakee-Momenc- e
the speaker's place and said In sub' The War Department has availastance :
Of ail industries in Japan, shipDenmark Recovers Schleswlg.
"I am about to make an announceble a quantity of condemned guns, building made the greatest progress
Paris. The treaty returning the ment of greatest Importance to this
mortars and howitzers for donation to during the war, reports the departmunicipal corporations, posts of the ment of agriculture and commerce. Be- Danish zone In Schleswlg to Danish invention, at the conclusion of which
s
shall move a recess for twenty
Grand Army of the Republic and Sol- fore the war Japan ranked sixth sovereignty was signed here by the
to give the convention opportu-aitdiers' Monument associations, Col. A. among the powers in the number of French, British, Italian and Japanese
to decide what course It shall
W. Malsh, ordnance bfficer of the east- vessels.
Last year she ranked in ambassadors and H. A. Bernhoft, Danern department has announced. Appli- third place after the United States ish minister to France. The 'popula- take.
"A. Mitchell Palmer asks me to extion In the first or northern plebiscite
cations may be made to the office of and Great Britain.
In
Schleswlg
voted
zone
press
February
of
his sincere thanks and appreciachief of ordnance, War Department,
Dissension among members of the
who hod voted
Washington.
Perkins Grove Lutheran church, south last by an overwhelming majority to tion to every delegate
The 1920 population of Delaware Is of Dixon, 111., resulted In some of the return to Danish sovereignty. In the for his nomination, but is unwilling
222,013, an Increase
of 20,681 since members breaking Into the church dur- second sone plebiscite in March the to delay the proceedings further, and
luthorlzed me to Anally, positively and
1910, or 10.2 per cent, the census bu- ing the night and with axes and saws people voted by a large majority to rebsolutely release every delegate
main under German sovereignty.
reau has announced In Washington.
destroying pews and puljlt.

e

setts.
That was enough to put the Cox
parade In motion, and It started off
with a deafening roar.
The band and organ opened up la
the droning air concerning "Ohio."
Cox band marched out
The
In single file, spreading Itself across
the width of the first balcony and let
out a crashing din. One of the Cox
boosters brought in a
game cock on a standard and paraded
the unhappy bird about the hall.
While the demonstration for Cox
over the Massachusetts gain was proceeding, Pennsylvania completed Its
caucus. The agreement was to continue to vote for Palmer on the thirty-nint- h
ballot, but on the fortieth to
split as follows:
Cox 10, McAdoo 41, Davis 3, Palmer
13 and 1 absent. A block of Palmer
adherents, believing a deadlock between McAdoo and Cox could not be
avoided, decided to keep Palmer's
name on the ballot In the hope that
the nomination later might come to
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Illinois gave her Palmer'
two to McAdoo.
Indiana took eighteen from McAdoo
and threw them to Cox.
In MassachuCot got thirty-threout of It.

JAMES M. CÓX

A

iff

R

(VS-

-

The Successful Candidate for Nomination for President on the Democratic
Ticket, Nominated at San Francisco.

him.

Palmer's friends made the point
that he had not withdrawn, but had
only released delegates from pledges.
pledged to him that the convention
demonstraAfter an eleven-minut- e
may proceed to nominate the next tion the crowd quieted down and the
president of the United States."
call of states proceeded where It had
There was a roar of "Hurrah for been left off.
Michigan gave Cox twelve In all;
Palmer," as the lines broke and the
The Missouri divided Palmer's votes beconvention went Into a recess.
denouement, coming at the end of tween Cox and McAdoo; Oklahoma
thirty-eigh- t
and fruitless continued to vote for Owen In full;
ballots, gave the same effect as does Pennsylvania's vote for the last time
for Palmer, two for
automobile tire when It went seventy-thre- e
an
bursts with a bang and then sizzles McAdoo and one for Cox.
down.
Pell was demanded In the South
The entire Palmer vote, added to Carolina delegation where McAdoo
forces have predominated by a narMcAdoo's total on the thirty-eightballot, would give 610. The Palmer row margin and the delegation has
vote added to the Cox total on the been held for him under the unit rule.
same ballot would give th'e Ohio gov- It was deferred until the conclusion
of the roll call.
ernor 594.
Tennessee stayed twenty for Davis.
Both leading candidates would fall
gnlned ten in Virginia and Mcwhich Is 729. Cox
short of the
Adoo gained two and a half.
The consetisous of opinion seemed
The District of Columbia flopped
to be that Cox would gain Massachusolid six for Cox. It had been solid
McMichigan
setts,
and Maine, while
for Palmer. Porto Rico's six went
Adoo would gain heavily in Georgia solid
for McAdoo. The Canal Zone
and that Pennsylvania would split bealso went solid with Its two for Mctween Davis, McAdoo and Cox. There
Adoo.
was speculation as to how long Davis ballot
The vote on the thirty-eightvotes would hold
totals follows: McAdoo. 405; Cox,
Delegations voting solidly under the 383; Palmer, 211; Davis, 50; Cumunit rule but at heart divided between mlngs', 4; Owen, 33; Glass, 1; Clark, 3.
McAdoo and other candidates, have
The changes were : McAdoo gained
developed
so much so that
f
vote; Cox lst two and a half;
the caucusses which took place on the Palmer gained eight and
floor during the recess gave evidences Davis lost one-havote.
of the feeling.
There was shouting,
waving of arms and some shaking of JAMES M. COX IS THE NOMINEE.
fists and a great deal of hurrying
James M. Cox was born at Jackson-burabout.
Butler county, Ohio, March 31,
He
has a public and
Platform and convention hall floor 1870.
His early
were jammed with an arguing, gesticu- high school education.
lating i,;ass of men and women most- life was spent working on & farm
school.
Ills parly men but the argument was pot and attending
greater In volume with thein despite ents were not even comfortably supplied with money and young Co- - "had
their preponderance in number.
Both the McAdoo and Cox forces to work for all he got."
While still a boy he became printer's
were claiming the bulk of the Palmer
delegates.
The claims were so con- devil on a Cincinnati newspaper and
flicting Ihat It was apparent that only then after a short season teaching:
the thirty-nintballot would tell the school, became a reporter on the Cincinnati Enquirer.
story.
His shrewd appraisal of men and
During the récess there was circuwon him favor in the sight of
things
telecopies
a
floor
of
lated about the
gram from Judge Moore, Cox's mana- Paul Sorg, millionaire tobacco man,
ger, to Daniel C. Roper of New York, and, when Sorg was elected to Conaccredited with being one of the Mc- gress in the '90s, Cox became his priAdoo managers, charging that "a vate secretary. That was the Ohio
crowd of government employes and governor's real entry Into politics. His
treasury officials are for their own acuteness as a secretary caused Sorg-tbick him financially In buying the
personal ends and In defiance of Mr.
McAdoo's expressed wishes, Improperly Dayton News In 1898.
Within two years the News, from a
using his name to create a deadlock- in
Mobility, became one of Dayton's best
this convention."
Charging that several delegations paying enterprises. It was Cox's uncanny perception of public opinion that
were packed with government
holding out for the nomination-o- made him a successful editor. At that
McAdoo, Moore's telegram charged time he showed no signs of becoming a
brig-odreformer.
l
"that the action of the
As the poper grew and earned more
Is creating a national scandal to
money, Cox bought the Springfield
the ruin of the Democratic party."
In 1903 and formed
"They know there is no chance to
League of Ohio with himself as
nominate him," the telegram continued, "but hope to bring about a situa- owner and editorial director.
It was in 1909 thát Cox, who ha
tion where they can deal off the delegates to some candidate where their had his "eye on" Ohio politics since his
season In Washington, made formal enjobs will be protected."
Judge Moore expressed the opinion try Into state politics. He served the
that Mr. McAdoo would not be a party Third Ohio district in Congress from
to such a deal and urged that in his that year until 1913. Then he was
Republicans said
own and his party's interest he wire elected governor.
to the convention forbidding the use that his election as a Democrat was an
hard-foug-
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Press-Republi- c

of his name.
Chairman Robinson decided the convention ought to go back to work. It
went Into the thirty-nintballot with
a new enthusiasm. It was like a fresh
start toward home after a long and
vexatious delay at the roadside.
The shifts and changes of the ballot were Important. Alabama, first
crack out of the box, broke sixteen
to Davis, taking all of Palmer's and
one of McAdoo's for It.
Arizona threw her four for Cox back
to McAdoo.
Connecticut threw two to Cox and
two to McAdoo.
Arkansas divided her two for Palmer equally between Cox and McAdoo.
Georgia's twenty-eigh- t
went solid
for McAdoo, as forecast, and the McAdoo demonstrators got a great noise
h

the-New-

accident.
by
He was defeated for
Frank B. Willis, Republican, but In.
1917 Cox "came back," defeating Willis with a big plurality. He was electr
term In 1919, and had
ed for a
hardly assumed office before the great
floods swept Dayton and the Miami
and Scioto valleys.
Cox won nation-wid- e
recognition by
his quick realization of flood conditions and his prompt and energetic action.
For three days and nights
not leave his office. He became
the supreme authority In the devastated region. Martial law was established
g
He directed
expeditions,
food and clothing was gathered and'
shipped by his direction. He brought
some semblance of order out of chaos-- '
within a short time.
two-yea-

he-di-
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SAY "DIAMOND DYES"
Don't atreak or ruin your material la fj
poor dye. Insist on "Diamond Dytj
JEaajr directions in package.

of

MIDDLE AGE
May

period Safelj
tad Comfortably by Taking
LydhLPiidduun's Vegetable
Lift Right Off
Compound.

Snnrmlt, N. J.-- 'T have taken Lydia
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound dur
01 Lire
ing unange
J T WU1K s. IS
BI1U 1 it
s
It
'III good remedy in such
IIP'
a condition. I could
not digest my food
and had much pain
and burning in my
T

after
stomach
meals. I

could not
sleep, had backache,
and worst of all
were the hot flashes.
I saw in the papers

about Vegetable
Compound so I tried it. Now I feel all
right and can work better. You have
my permission to publish this letter."
-- Victoria KoprL, 21 Oak Eidge Ave.,
Summit, N. J.
If you have warning symptoms such
as a sense of suffocation, hot flashes,
headaches,
backache, dread of impending evil, timidity, sounds in the

ears, palpitation of the heart, sparks
before the eyes, irregularities, constipation, variable appetite, weakness,
inquietude, and dizziness, get a bottle
of Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and begin taking the medicine at
once. We know it will help you as it

did Mrs. KoppL

TOO
COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kldnr,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles the
National Remedy of Holland sine 1698.
Guaranteed. Three sizes, all druggists,
Leak far the name Cold Medal mm every boat
aad accept no imitetioa

EXPLAINING THAT

30 CENTS

New Mexico
and Arizona

Waittrn Newapapar Union Nava Strvlce.
DENVER MAHKETS.

e

.

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

s&y
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" Is genuine Aspirin proved safe by millions
and prescribed by physicians for over
twenty years. Accept only an unbroken
"Bayer package" which contains proper
directions to relieve Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Colds and Pain. Handy tin boxes of 12
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger "Bayer packages." Aspirin
Is trade mark Bayer Manufacture
of Sallcyllcacld. Adv.

Champ Clark Wanted to Know About JUST MADE HIM HOMESICK
It, and the Clerk Gave Him
Cookery Book Brougnt Fond Recollecthe Information.
tions to Colored Doughboy
Champ Chirk likes shirts Hint have
Serving In France.
a small red stripe. Not long ago he
II. was very black, says the Saturwent Into the shop of a Wellington
haberdasher to buy n dress shirt. Se- day Evening Post, and In his khaki he
lecting one, he gave the clerk n $10 looked like coffee and chocolate Ice
bill, and while waiting for his change creara. After eating a hearty meal In
wandered around looking at the shirts the American Red Cross canteen he
displayed. But let the former speaker sat down with a book near the counworker looked
tell us about It, says The Nation's ter. The
over once or twice In his direction and
Business.
"I found a fine shirt with small red was surprised to see big tears rolling
stripes and I like to wear that kind. down his cheeks.
"Why, this will never do," she said
During the war you could not cet a
shirt with red stripes which would kindly. "Is there anything I can do
to help you? I'll be glnd to, If I can.'
not fade. I said to the clerk:
He dug his knuckles Into his eyes
"'What Is the price of that shirt J'
and replied:
"Three dollars.'
"I sholy nm ashamed to make a
"'Give me that and take It out of
baby outen myself, ma'am. This yer
the ten.
"When he came back with the book done make me so mighty homechange he did not have enough and 1 sick."
She picked up the book he had been
called his attention to It.
" 'You are gouging me. What Is that reading. It was the canteen cookbook, and It was opened at the secextra thirty cents for?'
"'That,' replied the clerk, 'Is the tion on "How to Fry Chicken."
fools enacted
sales tax that you d
up there In congress'"
Committed.
"What's the fuss In the yard?"
"Our dog has Just bitten a candiToo Expensive.
"Throw any old shoes at the bride?" date."
"I wish our dog would keep out of
"Not much. If I had any old shoes
to throw away I'd get 'em fixed up politics. I didn't intend to vote for
I
that feller, but now I s'pose I'll hafter."
and wear 'era."
kind-hearte- d

state penitentiary at Florence for fear
of mob violence.
According to reports of the Clovls
Chamber of Commerce nearly $,0U0,-00- 0
will be spent In the next two years
on the Ozark Twills and the Bankhead
highway in New Mexico. Contracts
amounting to over $200,000 will be let
In the counties of Curry and Roosevelt alone during the month of July.
Cloudcroft, N. M., claims to have
the highest golf course In the country
near the resort, which Is over one and
miles altitude. The border of the course Is formed by large
aspen trees and all kinds of evergreens and the place Is one of the most
popular resorts In the southwest.
The Ivy Dale Ranch Company, with
large holdings near El Paso, will soon
enter the Mimbres valley in New Mexico by buying a large tract of land
which 'will be Improved anil planted
In cotton next year. The company Is
much impressed with the cotton possibilities in that section and will go Into the business on a large scale.
Vera Malum, 3 years old, of Manzano, N. M., died from the effects of a
bullet wound received while playing
sister. The two
with her
little ones were playing in the home
and one of them humped against the
wull on which was hanging a
rifle. As the rifle fell to the floor
It was discharged and the bullet entered the child's abdomen.
According to a report of the county
agent of McKinley county, N. M., the
stock and farm interests of the entire
county are assured one of the most
prosperous years in history. The late
spring rains have furnished umple
moisture for the germination and
growth of crops and as the wind bus
been infrequent the soil has held the
moisture remarkubly well.
Figures of the assessed valuation of
Phoenix, made public, show a total of
$42,750,000, a gain of $9,001,000 over
1919. It was announced that the only
change made this year in the method
of valuation was the addition of a flat
20 per cent on real estate. The valuation of real estate last year was
the increase on that class of
property this year being $3,000,000.
Owing to the fact that Colfax county, N. M:, is becoming one of the big'
sugar beet producing centers of the
West, it is likely that a large sugar
factory will be built In the county'
soon. Rumors are afloat that the big
factory will be built In the town of
Springer, but this has not been
settled as Maxwell and other
towns are bidding for the plant.
The project statement for the conhighway,
struction of the Superior-Rafor which federal aid in the amount of
$90,000 hus been asked has been approved, according to word received at
Phoenix from Washington.
defl-nite- ly
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As A Table Drink

festum Cereal
meets every requirement Ir
The flavor, much like superior

coffee, always pleases; and when

health and economy are considered, this wholesome beverage
fits every need-Boi- l
Postum. Cereal fully

15

minutes, after boiling begins or
if you prefer a quickly prepared
drink, buy the newer form
Instant Postum, which is made
instantly in the cup.

"There's a Reason" for Postum

Advices received from Gila Bend,
Ariz., stated that contractors engaged
to construct a new Irrigation heading
for the Gila Land and Cattle Company's canal, have established camp
and started work on n levee which is
to extend from a pumping plant at the
river to the old canal, five miles distant. The irrigation system Is designed
to take care of several thousand acres,
10,000 acres or more of which Is in
cotton this year.
Motor stage lines In various parts
of Arizona have filed applications with
the corporation commission for authority to Increase their rates. The
commission granted an application of
line to raise its
the
rates from 75 cents to $1. The Tucson Stage Line, operating between
Tucson and Ray, has asked for an Increase of 15 per cent, while the
United Stage Company, operating between Kingman and Needles, Is asking
a 25 per cent Increase.
After making the acquaintance of
several of the leading merchants of
Phoenix through his activities as a
salesman for the Roamer Motor Sales
Company, W. W. Carter Is alleged to
have used their friendship In getting
them to cash more than $3,000 worth
ef forged checks.
In
tfihe greatest single farm crop
0
Arizona is Egyptian cotton. Over
acres of this kind of cotton will be
grown in Arizona this year, which
should at present prices bring to the
state for cotton and cotton products
more than $75,000,000.
n

200,-00-

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan

Lends Variety

QUOTATIONS

Wtitern Newspaper Union Nan a Service.
Nine miles of highway south from
Tucson toward Nogales will be paved,
according to L. F. Barker, highway engineer of Pltnn county, Ariz.
Through the efforts of the Chamber
of Commerce and the city council a
municipal camp ground will be established lu Clovls, N. M., soon, the site
having already been chosen.
Over 100 bankers from the Panliun-diof Texas and New Mexico attendI
ed the annual convention of the PanI I u
I
handle Bankers' Association which
held its session In Clovls, N. M.
Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
Adjt. Gen. Walter S. Ingalls of Ari"Freezone" on an aching corn, Instantly zona stilted that a conference would
that corn stops hurting, then shortly be held soon with commanders of Nayou lift It right off with fingers. Truly ! tional Guard units relative to the enYour druggist sells a tiny bottle of campment of (he guard to be held in
"Freezone" for a few Cehts, sufficient to that Watt! Oils fall.
remove every hard corn, soft corn, or
Jesus Murlu Barboa, a Mexican, has
corn between the toes, and the calluses, confessed to murdering Jacob Erhunlt
without soreness or Irritation.
and wife, June 6, according to the
county attorney ut
Nothing is so painful us some men's statement of the
was rushed to the
Phoenix.
Barboa
efforts to be funny.

LATE
Death only a matter of short time.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

MARKET

Without Pain

.

Sash of Today

LATE

Southwest News
From All Over

"CORNS"

Put tie Critical

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Cuttle.

Beef steer (yearling;) .. .$14.26 15.28
Beef gteera, oh. to prim.. 16.00 15.60
Beef ateera, good to choice 14.0015.00
lleef ateera, fair to good. 12.60 13.60
Beef ateera (yearling) . . . 14.26016.6(1
10.0012.00
Helfera, prime
Cowa, fat, good to ch
10.0012.0l
Í.75
Cows, fair to good
8.60
7.O0
Cutters and foeder cows. 6.00
7.60
6.00
Stocker cow
6.00
6.00
Canner
8.60
6.00
Bull
9.00
12.60
Veal calve
9.60
8.60
Feeder, Kood to choice..
8.76
t.25
Feeders, fair to good
Í.00
Stockera, good to choice. 8.00
Stocker, fair to good.... 7.000 8.00

Iloa:.

Good hog

$16.6015.7i

Sheep.
Spring Iamb
Wethera
Ewes

$15.0016.60
10.00
6.00

üa

13.00
7.60

Dressed Poultry.
on dressed
The following
price
poultry are net F. U. 11. Denver.
45
Turkeys, No. Is
40
Turkey, old torn
84
Hens, lb
27
25
Lucks, younjf

Geese

Turkeys,
Hens, lb
Luckliny
Goslings
Broilers,
Cocks

27
6

25

....23

Hoosters
10

Live Poultry.
lbs. or over...,
i

1920

crop

30
24
18
20
45

27

(020

ifi'i

460

Spring
Epirs,

count

Kick.
strictly fresli. case

10.51

48

56
50

Creamery, firat grade
Creamery, seoond grade
Process Butter
Backing stock

49
36

38

54
48

56
50

Dutter Fat.

Direct
Station

Colo., box
$3.00
Strawberries, home, pts., crt, 4.00

dark-haire-

4.64
5.01

Vcgctublrs.

.10
Asparagus, lb
.12
$
Leung, navy, cwt
8.50
9.00
6.00
6.75
Ltuna, l'lnlo, cwt
Beans, Lima, lb
'2 it .25
Beans, green, lb
15
18
12
Beans, wax, lb
.17
4.00 iy) 6.00
Carrots, cwt
18
.20
Cauliflower, lb
11. H. cucumbers, duz
1.25 ip 2.00
.50
Leaf lettuce, h. h., doz...
.0
1.00 4 1.25
Leltucee, head, doz
Onions, Colo., cwt
3.50
2.50
3.00
lWnnlis, per cwt
06
.10
Green peas, lb
15
I'eppers
.18
10.00
10.50
Potatoes, new
7.50
8.75
Potatoes, Colo.
20(g)
.30
Radishes, long h. h
20
.30
Jludishes, round h. h
03
.04
Rhubarb, lb
02
.03
Spinach
8.00
7.00
Turnips, Colo., cwt

A

If N

ment.

Sashes Form Sort of Bustle.
Foulard dresses with huge sash
bows made from foulard ribbon printed in characteristic designs are equally smart. There are also lovely striped
taffeta dresses with big snshes forming a sort of bustle or balancing a
e
hip extension made from a
ribbon exactly matching the silk.
As for the wide plain ribbons, the
lovely soft taffetas, the wonderful
satins and the glistening moires all
come In for attention. Ribbon manufacturers are excelling themselves to
meet the demand for lovely sashes.
Among the clever things they have
made are those ribbons which match
fabrics, such as printed georgette
crepe, foulards and even cotton voiles
and gauzes.
Then comes an almost endless series
of lame or metal brocaded ribbons in
marvelous colors and patterns. Likewise a whole big family of cire or
waxed ribbons in both plain and fancy

Here Is Shown a Charming White Or.
gandie Dress Embroidered In Black
With a Huge Sash of Black Tulle,
Strictly In Keeping With the Popu-

lar

Mode.

model. Variations of It may be made
by any woman who can sew at alL
A number of things could be sub-

stituted for this elaborate hand embroidery. In the first place, the entire
dress might be made of one of the
voiles or organdies. Especially beautiful ones have
been created this year, and so fine Is
the workmanship that It is difficult to
distinguish It from hand embroidery.
Or a cotton crepe or voile, printed In
beautiful colors, could be used and
sashed in a contrasting or harmonizmachine-embroidere-

HAY AND GltAIN.
Cruln.
Buying prices (bulk) carloads, F. U
R Denver:
$ 3.3(
Corn, No. 3 yellow
3.25
Corn, No. 3 mixed
3.65
Oats, per cwt
3.00
Barley, per cwt

liny.
Timothy, No. 1. ton
Timothy, No. 2. ton
South Park, No. 1, ton
South Park. No. 2, ton
Alfalfa, ton
Second Bottom, No. 1, ton
Second Bottom, No. 2, ton
Straw

32.00

30.00
32.00
30.00
30.00
25.00
24.00
10.0

HIDES AND PELTS.
Denver Price List.

Dry Flint Hide.

Butcher, 16 lbs, and up
Butcher, under 16 lbs
Fallen, all weights
Bulla and stags
Culls
Dry Salt hide, 6c per lb. lesa.
Dry . Flint Pelt.
Wool pelt
Short wool pélta
Butcher shearing
No. 2 murrain shearings
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelt
Green Suited Hide. Kte.
Cured Hide, 25 lbs. up, No. 1
Cured Hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 2
Bulls, No. 1
Bulls, No. 2
,..
Glues, hide and skins...
Kip.
Kip,

No. 1
No. 2
Calf. No. 1
Calf, No. 2

2s
22
20
12
12

15
10
07
05

.07
10
09
08
07

.06
12
10
20
18
12
11

Branded Kip and calf, No. 1
Branded Kip and calf, No. 2
Part cured hides, 2c per lb. less
than cured.
Green hide, 4c per lb. lesa than
cured.
Green Salted Horsehldea.
No.
No.

$5.005.50

1
2

Headless, 60c
Ponies and glue

les.

4.00

4.50

2.50

S.50

MIC'I'AI. MAIIKKTS.

Colorado settlement prices:
Bar silver, 99c.
Copper, pound, 184 19c.
Lead, $8.60.
Spelter. $7.90.
Tungsten, per unit, $6.50015.00.
Chicago Grain.

,

red, $2.73
Chicago. Wheat No.
2.33; No. 2 hard, $2.76.
Corn No. 2 mixed, $1.7501.75; No.
1 yellow, $1.74.
Oats No. 2 white, $1.10 1.14 Vi No.
8

I white. $1.081.11.

d

one-sid-

Fruit.

Apples.

of artistic simplicity In both color and
line Is seen in this frock.
These embroideries, with touches of
black, are favorites of Mine. Lanvln.
The same model Is copied with a scarlet sash and a delicate tracing of scarlet threads back of the embroidery. In
these colors it is especially suitable
girl of Spanish type.
for a
For all Its subtle beauty, there Is a
great deal that is practical In this

matching the material of the dress?
This has the advantage, too, of being
one of the smartest styles of the mo-

18
86

$10.25

llutter.

The sash Is the thing. This fashion
decreed earlier In the season. Everybody seemingly Is charmed with the
idea. It has been many seasons,
writes a prominent fashion correspondent, since there has been a big vogue
ribbon sash. It
for the
seems like a return to the good old
days of white muslin frocks with blue
or pink ribbon sashes, except that the
sash of today is much more elaborate
than any we have ever had.
A white frock with a dainty ribbon sash has always been a type of
dress infinitely gratifying to the men
of one's family, no doubt because a
woman looks sweet and dainty in such
a dress. It is said that we women
wear complicated and elaborate costumes to impress other women, not to
please men.
The sash alone gives all the needed
variety and novelty to the midsummer
dress. Nothing is more charming than
a dainty organdie, batiste or cotton
voile made in simple chemise or Mousing bodice style girdled low ' with a
wide rlbbpn sash.
i
What could be more novel than a
plain georgette crepe dress with a
lovely big sash of printed georgette,
the ground of the ribbon exactly

Rye No. 2, $2.162.17.
Barley $1.42.
Timothy Seed $10.0012.00.
Clover Seed $25.0036.00.
Pork Nominal.
Lard $20.20.
$17.00 18.00.
Rib
EASTERN LIVE STOCK.
At Chicago.
Chicago. Cattle Beef steers strong
to 25 cents higher: top, $16.86; bulk
native , $13.0016.00; she stock mora
active, mostly steady, some sales higher; bulk fat cows, $7.0010.50; bulk
canners, $4.25 4.75; bulls steady to
lower; bulk bologna, $6.007.00; calves
60 cent
lower; bulk, $11.00012.60;
tocker alow, teady.
Hog
Market mostly 85 to 40 cent
lower; better grades, off most; top
early, $16.26; bulk light and light
butchers, $15.75 16.10: bulk 260 pounds
and over, $14.0015.60; pigs, 25 to 60
cents lower; bulk of desirable kind.
$13.00 13,76.
Sheep Lambs mostly $1 lower; sheep
50 cent
lower; top native lambs,
$16.00; bulk good choice, $14.0014.60;
prime Western lambs hold higher; good
yearlings. $12.26; choice Idaho ewe.
$7.00; bulk native ewes, $5.60 6.00.

d

ing color.
Fresh Interest In Black and White.
There Is a cotton crepe, having a
white background marked off with little bars of gold, that would be effective. It may be sashed with white
voile or plain white crepe, finished
with rows of hemstitching done In yellow threads. Again, such a sash would
be pretty finished at the ends with
either a white or yellow fringe of cotton threads.
Typifying the Interest In black and
white are the new organdie dresses
with heavy embroideries In black,
usually ranging in panel form, falling
over foundation skirts of organdie
with white embroidery ; the black and
white often being of similar design.
A huge sash of black tulle with
looped bows completes such a dress
and stamps It as being distinctly of
the summer of 1920. These white organdie dresses are very short 11 or
12 Inches from the floor and one end
of the tulle sash hangs several inches
below the hem.
I
4 m y
Another means of Introducing black
Into white organdie frocks is through
a black tulle Insertion, often embroidered in delicate colors. Ruffles
of black lace frequently trim white organdie.
Frock Having Skirt of Gray Taffeta
Panel Motifs of Printed Foulards.
With Brocaded Figures of Jade
There Is nothing newer than the
Green Interspersed With Gold and printed foulard sash. The dress has a
Silver Threads, and Bodice and
e
crossing surplice bodice and
Sash of Green Taffeta.
straight plaited skirt. Into the lat-

í

one-sid-

effects. Other novelties Include
bons of straw, which, absurd as It
may seem, are used as trimming on
dresses.
A charming dress Is developed In
taffeta, plain and fancy, with a big
taffeta sash at one side balancing a
pannier drapery at the other. The
skirt is of a lovely gray with printed
figures In which the dominant note Is
Jade green, with a liberal Interspersing of gold and silver lame threads.
The bodice, reminiscent of the
basque, is Of Jade green taffeta and ribbon of the same shade. It
has kimono sleeves and the back Is
cut in a deep point like the front The
ribbon sash is lined with the brocaded
rib-

taffeta.
.
Perfect Dreg for Young Girl.
A real
that has come' back
Into the limelight of fashion Is the
sweet little white frock with a sash of
blue ribbon a perfect dress for a
young girl. The dress, of organdie, Is
In low Mousing chemise style and la
girdled with a sash of Nattier blue.
The organdie is heavily embroidered
Chicago Dairy.
in white, with a delicate outline tracChicago.
Butter Creamery, 449 ing In black threads and a shadowy
56c.
Firsts, 8940V4o; ordinary crossbar background, like the mesh of
Egg
firsts. 84 36c; at mark, cases included, filet lace, in blue. The ribbon sash has
packed extras, 4814c;
storage
873Se;
41 He.
storage packed firsts.
somewhat bold picot edge of alterHnphuFie-.AHva
Piiiiltrv
nating black and white loops. A study
old-tim-

(

a
ter are set panel motifs of printed foulard. The main feature, however, Is
the big printed sash of a pattern exactly matching the skirt panels.
Rear in mind that the sash Is not
made from a piece of the silk, but Is
actual ribbon, about sixteen inches
wide, finished with a ribbon edge, thus
replacing the custom of using a sash
made of the fabric, cut and hemmed.
The ribbon, which Is woven for this
purpose and of exactly the right width
for such a sash, is the result of careful study on the part of the producer
of novelties and shows evidence of a
real effort to give ns something attractive and new.
A dress of georgette crepe, with a
sash and deep yoke of printed georgette ribbon, has one of the apron
oversklrts extended slightly at one
side with a little wired hoop, which
starts from a low waistline. The bulge
of the skirt Is balanced by big sash
loops of georgette ribbon on the opposite side.
While georgette ribbon Is new, the
frock might be Quite as attractively
carried out In a combination of plain
and printed georgette, the sash being
made of the printed fabric and lined
with the plain.
An imported parasol Is of fur, match
tag the summer cape wrnp.

THE
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The HonseM Service

Church Directory

Y.P.2 C. E.
Misa. LASKA GRAY
Mr. Rual Wade Sec'y.

In order to make room for our Fall Shipment of
S H OES it is necessary for us to reduce our stock
While they last we offer you these BARGAINS.

Meets at the Christian Chureh,

Roy, N. M every Sunday
'ingr at 7.00 o'clock.
,

"
"
'

"

$8.25 values.
9.00

"

" Pumps,

9.00

"

"

8,25

"
"

Patent Oxfords,
"
Pumps

10.00

"

10.00

"

Brown Oxfords and Pumps,

$6.95

'

c

7.45
7.45

,

Patent Mary Janes,

8i to

ii

Kid

81

"

to

1U to

2,

4,75

2,

4,00

3.95
2.95

11,

4.75

3.95

2,

5.50

4.45

BOYS
Oxfords,

Sizes

10 to

I3i

8i to

11

"

lHto

2

4,75
4.50
'

5.00

3.95
3.95
4.25

tries.

LOUIS H. KRONIG, JR.,
County Agent, Mora CoT

To Housewives
YOU ever stop to figure the cost of baking bread ai
No, you always takened it for granted that it
to bake bread at home, BU'l, you are
cheaper
is
figures will prove that the cost alone will exceed the
price of our bread, besides the dnulgrey, worry, staying
in a hot house during this hot weather.

DID

mis-take- d,

'

"

DO you want to do? Have all the worries of
117 HICH
and troubles that you have on bake day, besides

the cost or just step into our bakery and buy all
During these
you need, Which is the most economical?
times of high prices we should practice economy in baking
and we are. Let us relieve you of these troubles.

Fier-a-Bra-

The Ideal Bakery & Confectionery Company
"Bread is your best

food--

Eat

more of

it."

.

ROY

Foster Blk

OiDPull Is

a

Refd Belt Machine
ÍÁ,'

A perfect Byatem Jof automatic
speed Control insures steady power
under all load conditions. Consider
these points also
large diameter belt wheel mounted
directly on crankshaft.
simple and positive clutch,
patented shifting device on. front
axle which allows ample belt clear
ance between front wheel and frame
with no sacrifice in general design.
0
and
Four sizes
'H. P. oil burning, oil cooled,
0
guaranteed, standard in design.
12-2- 0,

16-3- 0,

20-4-

30-6-

Anderson's
MACHINE

VIEW
3,

BAPTIST

111.

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30. P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL

Services at Roy 3d Sunday of
each month,
Christian Church.
Rev. Wm. Vimont, Pastor.

s,

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

Prof. J. S. Russell drove in Sunday
from Texas with two friends, Messrs.
Zed and Kirk Dosier, of Clarendon,
Tex., successful cattlemen, who have
contracted for the Dr. J. S. Chapin
ranch at Gladstone, at a price of
about $32,000.00. The ranch includes 2,342 acres including two school
sections and part of it is well improved.
The consideration was $25
for the improved land and $17.50 for
the unimproved. It all lies along
Ute Creek, with a flow sufficient for
irrigating considerable land and
for alfalfa and orchards.
The Dosier are fine looking young
men as you will ever see and Prof.
Russell commends them as the best
he knows of. They left Sunday on
the return trip. Russell is fat and
cheerful as ever and enjoyed getting
up on the mesa and cooling off again.

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

Good Friday.
Friday hus been observed
Good
since the earliest (lavs of Christianity
In memory of the crucifixion of Jesus
Christ, which event Is snld to have
occurred KHdH.v, April 10. 29. A. D.,
or April 3. 33, A. P. The expression
"Good (pmUably God's) Friday" Is said
to he peculiar to the Clu'icl of England. Good Friday Is observed the Friday before Kaster.

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A. M.
ACACIA LODGE NO. 5
'Meets 2na and 4th Satur
day of month
T. E, MIHCHELL.

Foot Outta ) MK

th' way
BILL

All Masons welcome.

V

f

i.:o. o.

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

which
of the
same is all the same overworked party, to print the paper on Thursday,
hence you get a day late again.
t

S--

Messrs. W. A. Shepherd and H. S.
Rankin of Denver, both land owners
in .the Mitchell Pasture tract, are
here looking over the situation and
preparing to move here with their
families and start
to get about fifty
They
families settled on that tract this
summer and get the land that was
purchased by speculators into the
hands of real settlers. That is all it
needs to make that one of the best
farming communities on the mesa
and the new branch of the Santa Fe,
tljat is coming in, soon will put them
right in town. They are the right
sort. Here's success to 'em.

WORKS, ROY.NM

f.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at ,'its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Thursday, it was impossible for the
mailer-ou-

W.M

Irvin Ogden, Secy.

Owing to the sale of bonds for the
office
Roy schools held at the

and

Felix Vachon,

Priest in charge,

S--

1

Sjmp

at the morni-

MILLS

Owner and Keeper.

home-buildin-

y

.

3rd Sunday at 1100 a. m. 8PM.
0. W. Pearn, Pastor.

wel-

come.

Alfred Davenport,
Wm, G.

Johnson,

N.G.
Sec'y-

Rebekah Degree

g.

.

jÍijt-jjffrmmL-

,

p.m.

JOSE DOLORES MEDINA

1

The

8,00 PM.

PLEASANT

'

DO YOU WANT

Mora county is fast assuming an
important place as a grain producing
county and last year occupied third
place in the state for the value of her
agricultural products. This value can
be greatly increased this year by
more care i)n our harvesting and
This bulletin
threshing operations.
has lots of good suggestions and
methods which are used with great
success in ether grain farming coun-

a. ra.

First Sunday each Month at

COLOR AND DESCRIPTION
Black, large star in face, trace of strip,
left hind pastern, white.
PEDIGREE
Foaled May 4, 1911, bred by M. HuberC,
Dept. of Orne, owned by A. B. Holbert, Greeley,
Iowa.
(G5250) by Valentin,
Sire

Z

"We Strive to Please"

mail.

11

ng: service.

That the Percheron Stallion, LEOPOLD,
(99421) Imported, Sept. 1913 by Maasdam &
Wheeler, Fairfield, Iowa, is recorded by the
Percheron Society of America, and that his record number is 101778.

Floersheim Mercantile Co.

turn

at

4th Sunday of eachj monthCat
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.

WE HEREBY CERTIFY:

NOW is the TIME TO BUY SHOES & SAVE MONEY

THRESHING INFORMATION
The office of the County Agricultural Agent in Mora has received a
number of Farmer's Bulletins 991, on
the Efficient Operation of Threshing
Machines. The information contained in this bulletin is very good and
something which every grain farmer and threshing machine operator
needs to know. These bulletins are
free and available for distribution to
those who need and request them. All
that is necessary is to drop a postal
card or a letter to the County Agent
at Mora, N. Méx., and a copy of this
bulletin will be mailed to you by re-

month

CERTIFICATE OF PEDIGREE

Percheron Society of America, Chicago,

.

lUto

--

Services 2d Sunday ofeacfc

and will keep him for service at my ran
ch, 3 miles Northwest of Mills, N. M.
Season of 1920.
TERMS: $11.00 to insure Uvin
g Foal, $2.00 groom fee at time of service, balance within 30 days after colt i
8 foaled. Usual restrictions. See hills.

Girls
Sizes

ROY

Communion service

$6.25

8.00 value,

.

CHRISTIAN

Company Stallion

JEOPQLDQ

7.95
7.95

CHILDREN

Black Oxfords,

A cordial welcome extended to7
all visitors.

SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M J
at the Christian Church.
Your presence is necessary.
J. D. Wade. Supt.

3

.

I have purchased the Mills

6.95
7.95

$9.00 & $10.00,

One lot Oxfords, broken sizes,

'

even- -

UNION SUNDAY

LADIES
Black Kid Oxfords,
"
"
"

President,

Some of the Fine Points of the Game

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Mrs.MYRA O. DeFrees. N. G.
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Sec,y.
Visiting Sisters welcome

A Lesson Unlearned.

"It may be true to say that the only
way to get happiness Is to give it, yet
a lot of people don't seem to have
learned It." Forbes Magazine.

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,

Col. George E Cochrane,

'

AUCTIONEER

Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
'':.:.. property: and. will get it for my clients. : ,
Competent ClerK furnished if desir'J
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c a ... take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplie3
,

J. D. Wade,
Prop'r

,

If you want to buy or sell any
kind of Real Estate, see- Bentley&Krabbenschmidt, Agt,s
SWAT THE FLY1
Get yours at
ROBERTS & OLVER.
FREE!

Sea me and get my tere .3 and dates
before deciding about your sale.
Dates made
n
office. .,
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.

AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

Spanish-America-

,

'

'

ii

060 ACRE FARM FOR RENT
The F. O. White Farm near Mills- -,
Best improved farm on the mesa. Una
gcod wells, barns, house and fences.
FRANK SEIDEL, Roy, N. M.

-

